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Throughout my life I have admired
a hero called “Kiu Fung”. He was
a very high level martial artist and

the leader of a band of beggars. In the
old times the beggars would join
together to protect each other, society
or even the government. This was during
the Song Dynasty (1127-1279AD).
During this time the Mongolians and Xi
Dan from the North tried to invade and
conquer the South of China. Whenever
they tried, Kiu Fung always brought his
gang of beggars to fight against the
enemy. So he became a hero for all the
Song people. However, he was not just
a good martial artist and the leader of
beggar gang, he was also a very
truthful and honest person. He said,
“There is nothing that I need to hide
and nothing that I cannot tell
others.” This sentence has affected
me a lot, and it is something that I
would also like to be, “Nothing I
need to hide and cannot tell
others.”

Unfortunately, Kiu Fung
eventually lost his position as leader
of the beggar gang, because he
discovered that he was not one of
the Song people, but actually a Xi
Dan, who were the enemies of the
Song. At the time the Xi Dan people
were in the North of what is today
China and the Song people were in
the South. There was much hatred
between the two and a lot of fighting.
When he was a small baby, the Song
people mistakenly killed his parents.
When they found the little baby, they
felt guilty for what had happened and
wanted to try and make amends for
their terrible mistake. So they looked
after the baby and treated him very well.
They educated him, brought him up and
helped him to become a good martial
artist. Eventually he went on to become
the leader of the beggar gang and
always thought his parents were Song
people and that they were farmers.

Sadly, when Kiu Fung found out
his real background, that he was not a
Song, and had been helping the Song’s
to kill his own people, his lost his position
and his friends. When his friends found
out that he was the enemy of their
people, some turned their backs on him,
some had no choice but to go against

him and others just left him. In the end
he was alone and lost and did not know
what to do. But, there was one girl
named Chu, who respected him very
much, she stayed and took care of him
and eventually, they fell in love. So Kiu
Fung had one understanding friend, who
was good company and stayed with him
at the worst time of his life.

Kiu Fung wanted to find the man
who was responsible for all the things
that had

happened and had caused all this
tragedy in his life. He eventually found
the man he thought was responsible, but
he did not know that it was Chu’s father.

Chu did not want Kiu Fung to
kill her father so she disguised herself
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POBox POBox POBox...
Declaration of the
Relationship Between
Grandmaster Ip Chun
and Samuel Kwok

Hawaii Office to Close

We hereby give notice that with effect from the 3rd of
November 2001, Mr Samuel Kwok ( ) of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain will have no further association with
Wing Chun Grandmaster Ip Chun. Any unauthorised use

thereafter of the name of Grandmaster Ip Chun,
commercial or otherwise, by Mr Samuel Kwok
( ) or his fellow students, will be treated as
an act of deceit. Grandmaster Ip Chun reserves
the right of legal action to be taken against the
offending parties.

As of the 1st of January 2002 we regret to announce that the Tse Qigong
Centre office in Hawaii will close for the time being. However, although the
office may be closing the Centre is not ceasing its activities in the USA. Classes
with authorised instructors will continue as normal and we have a full seminar
schedule planned. Details can be found in the Whats On pages towards the
back of this issue.

Those of you who wish to place orders please use our Website’s on-line
shop at www.qimagazine.com. Payments by check in US Dollars can still be
sent to our UK office, however, they should now be sent to our UK office.
Please note that cheques should be made payable to “Michael Tse”. No other
cheques will be accepted.

For information about classes and courses please contact the following
people:

East Coast
Adam Wallace on (212) 330 8327

West Coast
Adah Masaoka on (206) 367 7256

Tse Qigong
Membership
Announcement
From the 1st of February single
membership to the Tse Qigong
Centre will increase slightly.

UK price will be £45

Europe price will be £55

USA price will be $70*

* Please note that cheques should
be made payable to Michael Tse
and sent to our UK address. No
other cheques will be accepted.

Membership to the Centre
includes a year’s subscription to
Qi Magazine (six issues), a Centre
Polo shirt and discounts on Tse
Qigong Centre seminars and
certain merchandise purchased
from the Centre.

Family memberships will remain
the same price. Family
membership is available to
immediate family members living
at the same address and includes
a subscription to Qi Magazine
and two Centre polo shirts, as
well as the other discounts.

For more information, please
contact the Centre or your local
instructor.

Hard Qigong
Level II
New Test Date
The Tse Qigong Centre will be
holding a test for Hard Qigong
Level II on Saturday the 4th of
May 2002. This will give those
people who were unable to
attend the test in December a
chance to take the test before
Level III begins in June. For more
information please contact the
Centre on 0161 929 4485. Start
practising...

Ip Chun
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Leaning to
Wing Chun
Dear Sifu Tse,

About three years ago, I started
doing Karate at a local
club. I thought it was
great, but the more
interested I became in
Martial Arts, the more
I realized that I would
not get very far with
this club. For nearly two
years I have been
looking closely at
different styles with the
intent of changing
styles. For the past year
I have trained very little
because I do not find it
fulfilling. My Shihan
insists on teaching the
physical techniques
only, he does not talk
about, or help to
develop the mental and
spiritual strength of his
students, though I
believe you cannot have
the physical, without the
mental, without the
spiritual, because that’s
what makes a Martial
Art different from self-
defence and boxing.

I have a great
admiration for Chinese
culture, so have looked
to starting a Chinese
Martial Art. I have a
special fondness for Canton and have a
burning desire to learn Cantonese, as it
is such a beautiful language. Wing
Chun is a style I have been leaning
towards for a while now, but I did not
know it originated from Canton. Last
week I saw the book you co-wrote with
Grandmaster Ip Chun, entitled ‘Wing
Chun - Traditional Chinese Kung Fu for
Self-Defence and Health’, for sale in a
shop. I recognised your name from the
‘Combat’ magazine, as I read your
articles, ‘Talking Qi and Qigong’, every
issue with great intent, so I bought the
book.

Once I started reading the book,
I could not put it down. It was so
interesting, and the importance of Qi
was emphasised regularly, which is
something I have been severely lacking
in my training up until now. When I read
that the style originated from Canton,

it was like a perfect coincidence. I have
learnt Sui Lim Tao, as best I can without
a teacher to guide me, from the book. I
find it really peaceful and enjoyable to
perform. I feel totally in control during
and after practising the form, a state of

mind I have felt very
rarely in the past.

At the back
of the book was
your email address,
to contact you for
information on
training, so I
decided to take the
opportunity. Every-
thing I have learnt
about Wing Chun
so far urges me on
to learn more. I am
eager to find out if
you know of any
reliable Wing Chun
teachers in South
Wales, or if you
could please
recommend me to
contact someone
who might know. I

am also interested to know of any other
Wing Chun or Qigong books you have
written, as I would also like to purchase
them.

I would be extremely grateful if
you could help me in my search for
knowledge and to eventually achieve a
high level of competence in Wing Chun.
Thank you for the help you have already
done for me, and for any other help
you are able to give me in the future. I
am grateful for your time and patience,
thank you,
Yours Sincerely,
JL, Wales

Dear JL,
Thank you for your letter. At this

moment, I do not know of anyone
teaching Wing Chun in South Wales
although we may have an instructor who
will be beginning in a class in Bristol in

the New Year. If you would be interested
in intensive training, the Centre holds a
yearly Wing Chun residential course in the
summer which covers basic and more
advanced training over a period of five
days. It is a good opportunity for both
beginners and seniors to train intensively
together. If you would like further
information on books and seminars,
please visit our website at:
www.qimagazine.com
With kind regards,
Michael Tse

Strong
or Relaxed?
Dear Mr Tse,

I’ve had a lot of debate on the
Fook Sau positioning and energy in Wing
Chun and would be very interested to
know your thoughts. After the Wu Sau,
when you drop into Fook Sau, do you
press inwards towards the centreline
with the elbow as well as pressing
forwards or do you just drop the elbow,
with hand relaxed and go forward,
without pressing towards the centreline?
How do you relax the shoulders fully?

There seem to be some people
that also pull the wrist back quite

strongly in the fook sau, what
are your thoughts on this?
Thank you for any
information you can provide
on this movement, and thank
you for your time. Keep up
the good work with the site
and the excellent magazine.
R, email

Dear R,
Thank you for your letter. In regard

to Fook Sau, we do not use energy to press
the wrist/arm into the centreline. Your
should drop into the correct position after
Wu Sau and then use a forward energy,
however, this is not with force. Anything
which uses force in Wing Chun will
damage the sensitivity. Siu Lim Tao is for
building up sensitivity not for creating
strength.
Best wishes
Michael Tse

Hard Qigong
Level II Passed!
Dear Darryl,

Just a quick note to say thank
you for all the help and support you’ve
given which has helped me to pass level

“The importance
of Qi was emphasised
regularly
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II hard Qigong exam. You’ve always been
available to answer my questions and
have always been very encouraging -
Thank You.

I was very nervous on the exam
day, in fact I had butterflies in my
stomach. Once the last test was done, it
was such a joyous moment. We were all
so happy at the end of the day when all
of us passed.

Once again - thank you. Looking
forward to level III.
Kind Regards
Nick Dusanj

Dear Nick,
Thank you for your kind letter. I was

very pleased for all of you who passed that
day. I know how much hard work you put
in. I am also glad that you found the
training not only physically rewarding, but

it has also helped to make you much
healthier and I believe has changed you
all deep down in some way.

As Sifu also says, the training gives
you the energy to live your life to the full.
I am sure you all have more energy and
confidence to do this.
See you soon,
Darryl Moy

Dummy
Dim Mak?
Dear Master Tse,

I am interested in the Qigong
aspect of Wing Chun. I have heard the
Wing Chun Wooden Dummy Set is
intimately associated with Qigong skill
development and understanding and
that the essence of the dummy set is
found only in understanding it from the
perspective of Qi. Is it true that the
dummy is not about hardening or
toughening up your body, but for
increased sensitivity and learning how
to hit with energy or Qi rather than just
your body?

I would greatly appreciate any
Wing Chun based Qi Kung knowledge
you can give me. Or explanations about

At Qi Magazine we receive a lot of emails and letters. We thought you
might like to see this email we received and mull it over. We are sure you
will have some opinion.

Sent: 11 August 2001 20:47
To: Undisclosed Recipients
Subject: ADV: Kung Ku Black Belts...
Become a certified Kung Fu Blackbelt in five easy moves for just $499.00 !!
Do you want the prestige of becoming a Certified Kung Fu Blackbelt?? Call
(number supplied – ed).
Can you handle the respect that comes with the rank of Blackbelt??
IF YOU ANSWERED, “YES” TO BOTH OF THESE QUESTIONS, YOU ARE ONLY
ONE PHONE CALL AWAY FROM ACHIEVING THE RANK OF KUNG FU
BLACKBELT. CALL (number supplied – ed)!!
Hi, my name is Sifu (name supplied -ed), and I am a 3rd degree Blackbelt
Sifu Instructor. I have been a martial arts instructor my entire adult life. I

am a decorated combat Vietnam Veteran and I received a purple
heart for wounds received in combat. I currently own and
operate a professional bodyguard agency for wealthy
clients outside Orlando, Florida.
After years of study, I have developed a unique, easy to
learn home study program. All you need to perform are
the following stances:

1. Crane
2. Leopard
3. Praying Mantis
4. Dragon
5. Serpent

After performing the five animal stances and your fees processed, you will
be awarded:
1. A FIRST DEGREE BLACKBELT in Kung Fu.
2. An official BLACKBELT CERTIFICATE with authentic seal with my original
signature and the original signatures of two other Blackbelts.
3. A notarized certificate of authenticity.
4. A copy of my 3rd Degree BLACKBELT SIFU INSTRUCTOR CERTIFICATE,
signed by a World Champion Grand Master, authorizing me, to certify you.
Simply purchase my course, learn five moves, and verify you can perform
these stances by emailing me (ON YOUR HONOR) that you have completed
the course and I WILL CERTIFY YOU AS FIRST DEGREE BLACKBELT...
For more information call (number supplied – ed) . We will answer any
questions you have personally; we also offer Kung Fu uniforms, Blackbelt
sashes, dragon patches and other martial arts supplies. Our web page will
be up soon. Hopefully when you call, we will have the site available for you
to view.
You are only one call away from being a Kung Fu Blackbelt...

If you have any comments or have come across anything
similar why not write in to the usual address and let us know

Blackbelt for SaleBlackbelt for Sale

“You are only
one call away from
a Blackbelt”
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how it is integrated into the Wing Chun
system. I have also read that the fifth
phase of the dummy set is to unlock and
understand the abstract applications of
the sequences as they pertain to
meridian point attacks relative to Dim
Mak. It is said the dummy is the perfect
tool to teach Dim Mak theory and
techniques. It is said the truth is no one
will really appreciate or understand the
Wing Chun Dummy set until the Dim
Mak knowledge within it is opened up. I
was also told by someone that
Master Ip Chun has stopped
teaching the Dim Mak
aspect, is this true? Thanks
for your help.
JR, England

Dear JR,
In regard to

your questions about
the Qigong aspects
of Wing Chun,
actually the
wooden dum-
my has noth-
ing to do with
Q i g o n g .
Everything
in Wing
C h u n

relates to Qi, but practice of the wooden
dummy is not about strengthening the
skin, bones and marrow. It is about
practice of correct angles and footwork.
For energy practice, this is done during Chi
Sau not the wooden dummy.

Regarding Dim Mak skill, my Sifu,
Grandmaster Ip Chun, has never taught
Dim Mak and hence, has never stopped.
In the early times, he discussed the Dim
Mak skill with me and he believes that the
normal attacking skills of Wing Chun, like
chopping the neck and punching will

have the same damaging effect as Dim
Mak and is faster and more direct than
searching for a particular acupuncture
point to attack.

Dim Mak is a skill outside the Wing
Chun system and has its own separate
principles different than Wing Chun but
they are nothing to do with the Wooden
Dummy skill. I hope this has clarified
things for you.
Best wishes,
Michael Tse

Question
About
Horse
Stance

In the stand-
ing position called

“Child Worships
Buddha” a
horse stance
position, we
are required
to squat
down with
our backs
s t r a i g h t
and our
p a l m s

together (as if
praying) in front of
the Middle Dantian.

My Sifu told
me that you should
keep your back
straight and your
feet parallel. The
only problem I am
having (apart from
the physical effort
of doing the
posture) is that if I
keep my feet
parallel and sink
down, I cannot

keep my back straight, and if I keep my
back straight I found my toes start to
point outwards.

Is it better then to have the back
straight or have the feet parallel.

Any advice would be much
appreciated.
Question asked in seminar

This is a very common question
people have when they first start to do
“horse stance” postures. It all depends on
how flexible your joints are and also how

Interesting
Weblinks
www.about.com
This site is a general grab bag of various topics
on things Chinese, including travel, study,
Feng Shui, Qigong, martial arts, etc. Has links
to other sites which can be irritating as they
are trying to sell something but if can bear
this in mind, it is a fun site for dabbling but
not for in-depth resources.

www.orcat.com
Ever wonder how to write Chinese
characters? Each character has its own order
in which the stroke is made and each stroke
will have a special way in which it is created,
either downwards, to the side, etc. This
animated site will show you how to write
selected Chinese characters, stroke by stroke.

strong you are. We do these exercises to
create heat in the body as they make the
Qi stronger and also develop the
circulation. They are also one of the best
ways of driving negative Qi out of the
body.

You should always make sure that
you build up very gradually at first. Do
not go down too low to allow your body
to get used to the exercise and let your
joints become more flexible and stronger.
It is best to keep your back as straight as
you can, but if you find you lean forwards
a little bit, then this is OK. If you bend
forwards a lot, then you have gone too
low and should keep up until you can
straighten your back. As for the feet, keep
them as parallel as you can. Again if you
find they point out a little, then this is OK,
but do not let them go too far. Again you
should come up if they do.

The most important thing is to
build up step by step. Go down as far as
you can while keeping a good posture
and come up when you are tired. Keep
your eyes open, but make sure you do not
focus on anything. When you finish
always remember to Shou Gong to settle
your energy.
Michael Tse

If you have any letters, questions or
comments you would like to share, send them to
us at:

Qi Magazine
PO Box 59
Altrincham
WA15 8FS
UK
tse@qimagazine.com

Interesting
Weblinks

“They are also
one of the best
ways of driving
out negative Qi”
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to look like him and went to meet Kiu
Fung.

At the meeting, Chu’s father (Kiu
did not know it was Chu) admitted
mistakenly killing Kiu’s parents. Kiu Fung
only thought of revenge and used all
his energy to strike him, but at the
moment he struck he realised the man
did not know any martial arts. His body
was too weak and light, so something
was wrong. However, it was too
late. His opponent had taken
all his power and Kiu Fung
was one of the best
martial artists in China.

After he hit, he
went over to Chu’s
father, as he knew
something was not
right. When he
looked closer he
realised it was Chu.
He was so sad. Chu
told him that the
person he was
looking for was her
father and she did
not want Kiu to kill
him. So she took his
place and tried to
clear up all the
mistakes that had
happened. Then she
died.

Kiu Fung
cried and cried.
Although he was one
of the strongest men
in China and his level
of skill was so high, he
still had a soft heart.
He would do absolutely
anything to bring her
back, but it was too
late. She did not
respond to anything he
did or said. Chu just lay
still in his arms. Kiu picked up
her body and began to run. He ran for
miles and miles, and did not feel any
pain or any tiredness. He just wanted to
run as if it might use his energy to stop
all the sadness and pain in his heart.

He did not know were he was
going and screamed up to the sky,
hoping that this was all a terrible dream
and that there would be some miracle
that would change everything and bring
Chu back to life. Then they would hide
away where no one would know them

and lead a quiet life and have a family.
But he could not change what had
happened.

Eventually Kiu found out that the
man he was looking for was not Chu’s
father at all and so Chu’s death was
another terrible mistake. The story goes
on and Kiu actually finds his father alive
and that the person who had made all
the original claims had done so out of
jealousy

Kiu knew that all the things that
had happened had no meaning and

that revenge and killing had no ending.
He found he was not a Song or a Xidan.
He was educated under the Songs, but
although he was born a Xidan he was
running in their blood.

Kiu did not want anything
anymore, so he killed himself so he
could go and look for Chu.

This is a sad story, but you should
know that it was a story written by my
favourite Chinese novelist, Kam Yung.
Kiu Fung was not a real person, he is
just a character out of a novel, but his
truthfulness and honesty impressed me
a lot.

His words, “There is nothing I
need to hide and nothing I cannot tell

others” have always been favourites of
mine, and that is why, about ten years
ago I wrote my own poem, “Simple and
natural is my method, true and sincere
is my principle.” I have still not reached
that level yet, 100% honest, but I am
working on it. I am not trying to hide
everything, but of course everyone has
his or her privacy and there is no need
to tell everyone everything as particularly
today, it is not safe to do so. I will also
not make up stories about other people.

Being completely honest is very
difficult to do, for example, if you meet

someone and they look tired and ill,
if you tell them the truth they might
be offended. So I will prefer to say
they look OK.

Also, if someone tells you a
secret then you should not tell anyone.
That is honest and shows your loyalty.
If you gossip about people then your
are not being honest and so you do
not understand how to be a true
person.

Having studied Qigong for so
many years I have seen many different
schools:- Daoist, Buddhist,
Confucian, martial art and medical.
Actually, they are all the same, only
we look at where they originally came
from. If you look at the higher levels,
they are all teaching how to get
balance and to do things properly.

If your posture is straight, you
walk in a balanced way with left and
right co-ordinating together, eat
properly, sit correctly, and think
correctly, you will be healthy and will
not suffer from illness until your energy
runs out, or you decide when you want
to go.

Behaving properly, not being
selfish, being honest and not lying is a
very high level of Qigong because your
mind and body are correct. When we
lie and our thinking is deformed, then it
is like your posture being crooked with
one shoulder higher than the other. This
is like having one tyre on your car
deformed and so it will not run properly.
When you are selfish, then you start to
close up and eventually you will become
depressed and ill.

So after practising so many years
of Qigong and martial arts I have
realised that high level skill is not only
about movement, but also it is our
attitude.
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During November 2001 Grandmaster Chen Xiaowang came to Britain to
teach the Chen family Taiji spear. This was the first time that he had taught the spear
in Britain and everyone present felt privileged to have the opportunity to learn such
an astounding form from such an exceptional teacher.

Chen Taiji Spear
The spear (Qiang) is one of the

weapons traditional to Chinese
martial arts and it falls into the

category of long weapons, along with
the staff, halberd, tiger fork and Dadao.
The correct length of a spear is equal to
the distance between the ground and
your finger tips (when you are standing
with your feet flat and together and
reaching up). For experienced martial
artists this will already suggest a lot
about the biomechanics of the weapon’s
use and its potential reach.

The Chinese spear consists of a
shaft and a head (usually with some
sort of tassel or horsehair attached).
A spear without a head is long staff.
The addition of the spearhead allows
the spear to become a deadly
thrusting weapon. A well made
head may be able to hold a
reasonable edge with some
potential for cutting but the
thrust is the essential
technique with the
spear. The fact
that Qiang,
the Chinese
name for
the spear, is
also the
term the
Chinese use
for guns says
a lot about the
character of the
spear as a weapon.

The spear is a full military
weapon. It is designed for killing and
maiming. Historically, it has been one
of the most important weapons on
battlefields the world over. This is
because it is relatively easy to
manufacture (as compared to weapons
like the sword) and it has a wide range
of uses. It can be thrown. It can be used
to take riders off horses. Its most common
use was in infantry ranks but it can also
be held near to the spearhead for close
hand to hand combat.

Many elements of the Chen spear
form relate to its role as an infantry
weapon. The majority of the movements

Chen Taiji spear is especially
interesting from a martial standpoint. It
combines both spear and staff
techniques, which really demonstrates
its full versatility as a weapon. The
movements originate from two separate
forms: jasmine spear and white monkey

family spear
but has been

adapted to the
unique spiralling

energy of Chen Taiji.
When teaching

Grandmaster Chen paid
particular attention to

posture, just as he does
when teaching unarmed

forms. Correct posture is always
important. It is one of the things

that distinguishes the soft arts from
the hard arts. The posture must be
upright and relaxed so that all the Qi
can flow and so that you can move
smoothly and quickly. It is also necessary
so that the Dantian can turn.

One of the characteristic aspects
of the Chen spear is the clear and
detailed footwork. Almost all of the

Chen Taiji Spear
work along one line - front to back. The
circling of the spear usually holds tightly
to this line rotating in a vertical plane
and remaining close to the body. In
military formations this would be an
essential skill so that the ranks could be
kept tight. A soldier who could not hold
this most basic of lines would not be
much use in a regiment as he would be
a liability to those alongside him.

staff. Thus as well as the usual thrust
moves you also find large horizontal
sweeps and downward blows with the
butt end of the spear - designed to
disarm an opponent.

In most Chinese spear forms you
find a fundamental triad of moves: Lan,
La, Jia. These are specialist martial terms
that have been used in relation to the
spear for over a thousand years but
which have no regular usage in everyday
Chinese. Lan is a clockwise block. La is

a counter-clockwise block and Jia is
a thrust. This short combination is

the essence of Chinese spear
work. Not surprisingly

it is in the Chen

Qi Magazine 8
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stepping begins by retracting and then
replacing the lead foot. This is an
essential defensive move - you are taking
your foot out of the way of a strike
before moving in. The fact that this is
emphasised on nearly every step points
to Chen’s quality as a battlefield art.
The logic is that you cannot ‘ride’ a
weapon’s blow, ‘no foot: no fight’. The
forward steps are often also
accompanied by a drawing back of the
spear, which gives the deceptive
impression of retreat, and may well
mislead an opponent into thinking that
they are safe at the precise moment

when they are least safe. The
steps themselves, are
frequently covered by sweeps
of the spear past the
ankle making the
whole move very tight,
defensively.

S i m i l a r
subtleties are also
observable in
the movements
of the back
foot, which is
s o m e t i m e s
stepped back
a few inches
before re-
treating into
it. This kind of
small adjust-
ment can
often be the
difference be-
tween being in
and out of an
op p one n t ’ s
range, or en-
couraging an
opponent to
o v e r e x t e n d .
Again, following yin
yang strategy, a retreat is usually
followed by an advance. The reach of
the strikes is frequently extended by

drawing in the back foot. This kind of
stepping also allows many subtle
variations and adjustments of range to
be made and the manipulation of
distance is further reinforced in the way
the grip continuously shifts along the
shaft of the spear. It is the footwork of
the Chen spear form that reveals its true
martial nature.

All of this sounds amazingly
complex to perform, and in some respects
it is until you grasp the overall simplicity
of the way the spear follows the body.
Everything rotates around the Dantian.
A lot of the time the body is positioned

sideways on (to the line), which
allows the spear to be kept tight to the
body and makes for a narrower target.
The turning of the Dantian, from side to

side, gives the spear its power and pace
while leaving the arms and hands
relaxed. Again this simplicity comes from
the attention to detail of the posture.

Keeping the arms and hands
relaxed is essential to the control of the
spear itself. The hands have to be
relaxed so that they can shift along the
length of the spear, changing the reach
and range, sometimes allowing for
fluency of movement and sometimes
providing the basis for powerful strikes.
When combined with the footwork the
hand adjustments can provide sudden
thrusts at an a wide variety of ranges
from little six inch jabs to moves which
cover almost twelve feet in one step.

At the end of the four day seminar
Sigong Chen gave a demonstration of
the full form which revealed the high
level of his skill. While learning the form
most people had been able to use the
spiralling movements to generate the
power that Taiji refers to as fajing.
However, Sigong Chen’s energy was

very different from other people’s.
With everyone else you could see

a physical ‘wind up’ before the
release of power, but with

Sigong the fajing just suddenly
appeared at the end of the

spear, like the cracking of
a whip. This is similar to

his pushing hands.
W h e n

m o s t
people
u s e

p o w e r
you can feel

it coming as
they set them-

selves up, you might
not always be able to

do something about it
but you can feel it
coming. However, with
Sigong Chen the power
is effortless and instant,
there is no warning. The
first thing you know
about it is when you are
flying through the air.
The softness of the spear
really showed this high
level skill. Sigong Chen

transmitted energy from
his body to the point of the

spear in sharp explosive concussions like
firing of a gun. It was an awesome
display of skill

by Glenn Gossling. Glenn@qimagazine.com
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Many people are attracted to the
world of martial arts by the spectacular
high kicking in the movies and on TV.
However reality is not about how it looks
rather it is about whether it works and if
you can use it.

Qi Magazine 10

Bruce Lee once gave an interview on Hong Kong TV.
In the interview he talked about his fighting skill
and his movies. When the interviewer asked him
about his spectacular high kicking Bruce said that
was only for his movies and that in reality he would

never kick higher than his waist as it was too dangerous and
left you vulnerable to losing your balance. This is something
he learnt from his teacher, Grandmaster Ip Man and is one of
the primary principles of Wing Chun.

Wing Chun is famous for its hand techniques, but it is
also very well known for its kicking techniques. All of the
Wing Chun kicking techniques apart from one can be found
in the Wing Chun Wooden Dummy form. This is where the
kicks are trained in real earnest. Whilst kicks appear in the
second form Tsum Kiu, it is not until the dummy form that any
real power can be trained. The dummy is the only partner
you can kick as hard as you like, however, you should be
aware, although the dummy cannot move, it can “kick you
back”. If you kick the dummy incorrectly, not only will you
bounce off it and fall, but you can hurt your foot as well.

All Wing Chun kicks use the heel of the foot. The
techniques do not require any big swinging of the limbs, in
fact they are rather like the hand strikes in nature, travelling
directly to their target, remaining relaxed until the last
moment. Then all the body’s energy is channelled to the kick,
which is supported by correct posture and strong balance.

The kicks target the joint in order to be more effective.
However, in practice, it does not matter how well you can
perform the techniques if you never have the opportunity to
use them. Kicking low, as well as kicking high, leaves you
prone to losing your balance, but when kicking low, the time
in which you are
vulnerable is
much shorter.
The most
important thing
is choosing the
right time to
kick. The best
time to kick is
when you are in
range and completely safe, so that your opponent cannot
attack you back. This time is often when you already have
him under your control. So Wing Chun kicks are best used as
finishing techniques. Ideally you should only ever have to kick
your opponent once. Thus once you have kicked him he should
be defeated.

To be able to do this requires good hand skills to get
your opponent into this position, good balance, timing and
power. This is where training with the Wooden Dummy becomes
invaluable.

The wooden dummy form will teach you the correct
positioning and distance to kick and to also co-ordinate this

with your hand techniques and other footwork. However, you
should not become fixed by the form, i.e. only be able to use
the techniques in sequence. You need to develop flexibility in
their use and application. All the techniques you use need to
be natural and second nature. As Grandmaster Ip Man said,
“Do not let the skill control you, you must control the skill”.

One way to train, which you might find useful, is to
use the dummy, but not to practise the form. To begin with
take the arms and legs out of the dummy so you are only left
with the body. Beginning slowly, start to move around the
dummy in a random way (you can even turn your back to it).
Then at certain moment see if you can kick the dummy. If you

Wing Chun
Power KickingPower Kicking
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can, kick immediately. If you are out of range move your self
so you are in range and take notice of how you got there.
Move back into your original position and then practise quickly
moving into range and kicking. As you become more familiar
with the range of your kicks you should be able to move into
range and kick more quickly. Eventually you should be able
to do it without thinking and instinctively
know when you are in range and when you
are not.

When you can do this smoothly, put
the arms and leg back into the dummy and
try again. It will feel quite different with
these obstacles in your way and you will
have to get used to it all over again.
However with practice it will become smooth
and natural. Don’t forget that you can also
kick the leg.

This exercise will get you used to
kicking from any position and also the
distances required. There are in fact three
ways to train with the Wooden Dummy. The
form is only the very basic way and is called
“Playing with the Dummy”. The other two
methods are less well known; they are
called “Polishing the Dummy” and “Hitting the Dummy”. This
training exercise is closer to the last method “Hitting the
Dummy”.

Another exercise to help develop your power can again
be done on the Wooden Dummy and does not require you to
have studied the whole form. Stand in front of the dummy

and place your heel on it as if you had just kicked it. Keep
your leg relaxed. Suddenly jerk your leg pressing your heel
into the dummy and then relax as quickly as you can and
hold your foot just off the dummy’s surface. Make sure you
keep your balance. Keep repeating this as long as you can.
When you are tired change to the other leg and repeat. This

is a very demanding exercise. Very quickly
you will find yourself getting tired and it
becomes increasingly difficult to keep your
balance. However with more practice you
will find that you will be able to release
more power into the dummy and you will
also feel how it relates to your standing
leg.

Then you can combine the two
exercises together. Begin by doing the first
exercise and when you find yourself at an
unusual position where you do not feel your
kick is strong, stay there and begin to press
the dummy (as in the second exercise) until
you are accustomed to it. Then try stepping
in and out of that position and kick. You
should find that you are better balanced
and more powerful.

Wing Chun is a very clever system. Although
Grandmaster Ip Man cut it down to its bare essentials, the
essence of all the skill is there to see. All you need to do is
examine it and work at it and with help from a good teacher,
piece it together

by Darryl Moy

Kicking the knee
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Phlegm & TCM
Phlegm is also called catarrh and is

a symptom of many diseases. TCM
differentiates phlegm into concrete

and formless phlegm. Concrete phlegm
refers to the visible, palpable and
audible parenchymatous phlegm,
whereas formless retention of phlegm
refers to the various conditions caused
by the retention of phlegm, such
as dizziness, chest tightness,
depression and epilepsy,
characterised by a
greasy coating on the
tongue and a slippery
pulse. It is called
‘formless phlegm’
because this kind of
phlegm shows its
symptoms but has
no concrete visible
form, and can be
cured by methods of
eliminating phlegm.

‘ F o r m l e s s
phlegm’ can only be
diagnosed by a TCM
p r a c t i t i o n e r .
Generally, a lot of
people complain of
catarrh which is
visible. Visible
phlegm can be
further divided into
Heat phlegm, Cold
phlegm, Damp
phlegm and Dry
phlegm.

Heat phlegm:
Symptoms: Green
or yellow colour
phlegm, accompanied
by cough, chest
infection, sore throat, red
tongue with yellow greasy
coating and slippery rapid
pulse.
Treatment:
Clear away the heat and eliminate
phlegm
Prescription:
Qin Qi Hua Tan Wan, She Dan Chuan
Bei Ye

Cold Phlegm:
Symptoms: White in colour, profuse and
frothy, accompanied by cough, flu or
asthma. Generally feeling cold, with
pale tongue with white greasy coating
and slippery and slow pulse.

Treatment:
Warm the Lung, resolve the

phlegm
Prescription:
Xiao Qing Long Tang

Damp Phlegm:
Symptoms: Thick white
phlegm, poor appetite,
tightness in chest, white
coating, soft, slippery
pulse.
Treatment:
Strengthen the Spleen,
dry the dampness to
resolve the phlegm.
Prescription:
Er Chen Wan, Jian Pi
Wan

Dry Phlegm
Symptoms: Sticky dry
phlegm, diff iculty in
getting it out, shortness
of breath, red tongue, no
coating, thirst, thready
and slippery pulse,
usually seen in cases of
chronic asthma.
Treatment:
Tonify the Yin, nourish the
Lung
Prescription:
Bai He Gu Jin Wan, Chuan
Bei Pi Pa Lu

Phlegm is
characterised by an

accumulation of dampness as a
pathological product resulting from
disturbances in water metabolism. TCM
refers to phlegm as due to deficiency of
Spleen Qi which fails to transport the
body fluids to the normal channels, thus
resulting in retention of phlegm. Phlegm
usually affects the Lungs, causing a

cough, asthma or difficulty breathing.
It is said that “ the spleen is the source
of phlegm, the Lung is the container of
phlegm.” So when we treat phlegm, the
emphasis is usually on the Spleen and
Lung.

Improper diet is also a major
cause of phlegm. Those suffering from
catarrh should avoid eating foods which
are fatty and greasy, such as cheese,
cream, chocolate. Radishes and celery
are excellent for resolving phlegm.

Case Study:
In October 2000, Mr Zhang, 40

years old, went to China on business.
He consumed a lot of rich, greasy food,
and drank much alcohol while he was
there. In addition, he was suffering with
a chest infection.

On returning to England, he
noticed that he had green sticky phlegm
stuck in his throat all the time. He
needed to go to the bathroom to spit it
out every few minutes. The phlegm
blocked his nose, causing him to snore
so loudly at night that his wife had to
go to another bedroom to sleep. A
month later, Mr Zhang came to my clinic
for treatment. I prescribed She Dan
Chuan Bei Ye to resolve heat phlegm
and Yin Huang Kou Fu Ye to clear away
the Lung heat. He took 1 tube of each
and used them twice a day. 2 days later,
he felt a lot better. As he wanted to get
better quicker, he tripled his intake to 2
tubes 3 times a day. The phlegm cleared
up completely and the snoring ceased,
however, because he had overdosed
himself, the cooling herbs caused him
severe stomach ache and diarrhoea. He
lost his appetite and felt very tired. When
he came back to the clinic again a few
weeks later, I told him to stop the first
prescription and change to Xiang She
Yang Wei Wan to warm the stomach and
to stop the diarrhoea. He recovered well
just in time for Christmas

by Dr. Shulan Tang. Shulan@qimagazine.com

Phlegm & TCM

At some point everyone suffers with phlegm. May be you have a cold
which “gets on your chest” and then gives you a bad cough. However, you
get it, it is very irritating. So how does TCM treat it?

Qi Magazine 12
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Healthy Living Gong

Healthy Living Gong is a family of
exercises that I created in 1996.
The reason I created the Healthy

Living Gong was to help beginners so
that they are better prepared for the
more advanced levels of Qigong and are
able to do them better. Often I talked
with some of my students and asked
them whether they thought the standard
of the more junior students was good
enough. Many of them said they did not
think so. They found that while people
learnt the First 64 of the Wild Goose as
their first form, although they could
perform the movements, they would
never be really good. This was because
the body was not flexible enough and
they did not know how to use the
Dantian and allow the Qi to flow.

I also remember, back in 1988
when I came to the UK and started
teaching Qigong, the very first thing I
taught was the 18 Movement Taiji
Qigong. Today you can find many books
and videos on these exercises. The sad
thing is that many of these people
actually learnt these exercises from me
and they made these books and videos
without asking me or allowing me to
check their movements and
understanding, to make sure their
standard was good enough and what
they were doing was not wrong. In
Chinese culture, you do not write a book
about (or make a video) without asking
your teacher’s permission first and
letting your teacher help you. What is
even sadder is that some of these people
have now passed away whilst relatively
still young. I feel sorry that they were
not humble enough to get it right and
thought so soon that they were sifus now.

Taiji Qigong was created by
Master Lin Hou Sheng. I learnt these
exercises from his student, Lin Qing in
Hong Kong back in 1982. That was even
before I had met my teacher
Grandmaster Yang Meijun, who is the
27th Generation Heir to Dayan (Wild
Goose) Qigong. Today she is 105 and I
am her only student in the whole or
Europe.

Having practised the 18
Movements from 1982 to 1994 I found
that the exercises were not challenging
enough. They all had the same rhythm

e.g. “Taiji Start” and “Opening the
Chest” is the same. When you
do “Pushing Waves” there is
very little difference to “Flying
Pigeon”. All of these
movements also have a kind
of “dancing” attitude. They are
very good for beginners, but
once you have done them you
need more.

I have been practising
Qigong and Martial Arts for
almost 30 years with some of
the world’s top masters, for
instance my Dayan Qigong,
Grandmaster Yang Meijun (who
is 105), for Chen Taijiquan the
head of the 19 Generation,
Grandmaster Chen Xiaowang
(who is 56), for Shaolin,

Grandmaster Wu Chunyuen (who is 75)
and for Wing Chun Kuen, Grandmaster
Ip Chun (who is 77). They all have
amazing skill, but more importantly they
are all very healthy and strong.

This has made me think how we
become healthy and strong even when
we are older. I disagree with the Western
concept of health and exercise, going
to the gym, just looking fit with strong
muscles, a skinny body with no wrinkles,
a strict diet and taking vitamin pills.

I agree with the Chinese way, eat
healthily, whatever you like as long as it
is organic, natural and in moderation,
exercise daily, have plenty of fresh air,
enough sleep and no stress. Also be nice
to people, but not weak. When you think
something is right stick with it and when
you are not right, apologise. When you
think about others, do not take
advantage of them. Listen to your body,
your body will tell you what is good for

you and listen to your heart as this will
make you a good person.

This means that both your body
and thinking must be healthy. If you just
exercise and your thinking is not right,
even if your movements are good, you
will still be ill. This is a fact of nature. If
you do not apply the principles of Qigong
to your thinking and life, it means you
separate your body and mind so of
course you will eventually be ill, whether
it is now or later on.

I have found that when you want
to be healthy, you need to keep your
body supple and in good condition, your
joints should be in good condition, your
bones should be strong and your muscles
should have a certain amount of
strength.

This is why I feel that the Taiji
Qigong is not enough to make you really
healthy as people can hide various
imbalances in the movements of Taiji

Healthy Living Gong
With this issue I would like to introduce a series of

Qigong exercises from the Tse Qigong Centre called,
Healthy Living Gong.

Qi Magazine 13
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Collecting Qi to the Dantian

Qi Magazine 14

Qigong. Taiji Qigong is good for the beginners, but after
that you need something which challenges you. For example,
if you only use your right hand, you should use your left hand
as well, otherwise it will be weak. Then you will become
unbalanced and this will affect your health. If you cannot
keep your legs straight and bend down to touch your toes
then you need to work on it so that you can.

Our bodies are like machines. It should work when
you press all the buttons, but if some of the buttons do not
work, then it might start out as a small problem, but eventually
it will become a big problem, so we need to fix it.

However, today doctors will tell you to just rest if you
have a problem or injury. Actually, you need to work on it
and make your body become normal again. So you can do
exercise to heal your body and change your attitude.

So, Healthy Living Gong is based on all my experience
from Dayan Qigong, Taijiquan, Shaolin Quan and Wing Chun,
also movements from everyday life, Chinese stories, animals
and imagination, all to develop the body so that it is healthy.

There are three parts. Part 1 of Healthy Living Gong is
mainly for relaxation and to balance the body. Part 2 is for
co-ordination and fitness. Part 3 is for strength and power.

Many people who do Qigong are actually only at the
first level, they are only relaxing themselves, but they are not
fit (not meaning muscular), because they do not have strength
when it is required. For example, if you need to move your
furniture, if you want to take the lid of a jar which you bought
from the supermarket. If something falls, are you able to
catch it and hold on to it. This is fitness and this is part of
being healthy.

If you think your Qi is strong, but you have no strength,
then it means your bones are weak. It also means your Qi is
weak. This is because at the end, when your body is full of
Qi, it is stored in the marrow in the bones and stays there.
Like a tree trunk become thicker as the tree gets stronger.
You cannot have beautiful shiny leaves and a weak trunk.
The trunk is like our bones and the leaves are our skin and
hair, and the roots are our legs. Everything is connected and
nothing is individual and separate.

So you should not forget that to be healthy your
exercises have to include relaxation, good co-ordination and
also fitness. This will make your body healthy, but also your
thinking needs to be healthy and this is very important.

Here are the exercises of Healthy Living Gong Part 1.

1. Collecting Qi to the Dantian
a. Stand still with your feet shoulder width apart, your knees

slightly bent and your back straight.
b. Raise your left hand and shift your weight slightly to the

left.
c. Bring your left hand over to your head.
d. Let the Laogong point pass the Sky-eye and then pass

along the Ren Channel down to your Dantian.
e. As you lower your left hand down, shift your weight slowly

to the right and start to raise up the right hand. Repeat
for the right side.

f. Keep rotating your arms, as one hand comes in the other
is going down, if one hand is at the Sky-eye the other
must be at the Dantian, so your hands are always opposite
and balanced. If you find that you cannot keep the balance
between the hands, then it means that one side of your
brain is stronger than the other.

Breathing
As one hand rises breathe in and the other hand rises, breathe

out. Breathe naturally through your nose, you do not need to think
about your breathing too hard.

Concentration
Your eyes should follow the rising hand.

Background/history
If you have done Swimming Dragon Gong, you will recognise

that this movement comes from “Fostering Qi in a Circle”, however
unlike Fostering Qi in a Circle, we do not walk. However, at the
end of Part 1 there is a walking exercise that is similar to this.

Sky-eye

Laogong Point

Ren Channel
Acupoints
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Collecting Qi to the Dantian

Collecting Qi to theDantian

Health Benefits
This is very good for co-ordination. In the West, externally looking

good is the main emphasis for health. It does not consider the co-
ordination, which actually plays a major role in health. If some one
has clumsy movements, it means they will be prone to strokes and
high blood pressure in the future.

The brain plays a great part in our health. We cannot have good
health without the brain being able to think clearly and control the
movements of the body. For example, if you want to move your left

arm, but only ever move your right arm, then your left side will be
weak. When you want to move your weak side, it will not work
properly and so the right side of the brain will have a problem.

When we are affected by active movements and strong
emotions, the weak side of the brain will be affected. Then the
brain will not be able to cope with this and this might lead to a
stroke. So, good co-ordination is very important as it avoids
imbalances in the brain and keeps us healthy and younger.

a b c
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2. Separating the Fog to Look for the Clouds.

Wuyin point. This means it is good for the “Lower Warmer” ( Lower
Jiao) i.e. stomach, liver, intestine, small intestine, urinary bladder
and reproductive organs.

It can help with illnesses such as constipation, illnesses with the
reproductive organs especially for women,but will help men as well.
It is also good for the breathing and asthma, insomnia and stress.

to be continued... by Michael Tse

a. Once again, stand naturally with the legs slightly bent.
Cross your hands in front of your Dantian, palms facing
upwards. Men should place their left hand over the right
and ladies the right over the left. The Neiguan and
Waiguan points should be close together.

b. Separate both hands out to the sides and turn the palms
to face down.

c. The Hegu points face each other. Keep your elbows bent
when you separate the hands, so the arms form a semi-
circle. As you separate your hands, straighten the legs.

d. Bring your hands back together, as before, and bend your
knees.

Breathing
As your hands open, breathe in and as they close, breathe out.

Again, breathe naturally through the nose.

Concentration
Look forward and do not drop the head.Your mindshould slightly

think about the Dantian, but do not concentrate on it hard.

Background/History
This movement is a little like Balancing Gong’s “Opening and

Closing the Dantian”, but the meaning is completely different. In
the Balancing Gong, the hands form a full circle and theHegu points
face the Daimai points. In this movement the Hegu points face each
other and the arms make a semi-circle. “Opening and Closing the
Dantian” isgood for opening and closing the Dantian. “Separating
the Clouds to Look for the Fog” is good for the stomach and
intestines, urinary bladder, sexual organs and women’s menstrual
problems.

Benefits
As well as those mentioned above, this movement is good for

the lower part of the body, from the Middle Dantian down to the

Hegu
Point

Neiguan
Point

Waiguan
Point
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Things have changed drastically since
September 11th and it has both
clarified and refined many people’s

thinking and direction. For me, I saw
that where I wanted to be was my home,
and that is England. As things have
become more quiet here in the Hawaii
classes due to the resulting recession,
the Centre in England is bubbling and
so it seemed that the right thing is to
stand as one rather than have resources
divided.

My feelings for leaving Hawaii
and returning to England are very Yin/
Yang. There are many things that pull
at my heart to return to England, the
largest being my husband and the Tse
Qigong Centre family that fortunately
has never been too far away in this day
of modern technology. However, I will
miss the students who have come to
appreciate the skill that I have been
fortunate enough to teach them. Gregg
Dunn, in addition to being a good
student, has been like my guardian
angel and helped to open doors and
smooth a path for me here in Hawaii.
Steve Casano bravely took over classes
in my absences from the island and
did very well and earned the respect
of his classmates and won my trust.
Although he knew his skill level was
not ready, he did it out of loyalty to
me as I had asked. Outside of the
Centre, I am also grateful to the

sweetness of Austin Yonihiro who has a
big heart and lots of potential. Thanks
also to all the others at the Atherton
YMCA who embrace the same ethos of
family of the Tse Qigong Centre and who
have made me welcome here in Hawaii.

And I am appreciative of Kahi
Wight. She has not only embraced the
skill of my heart, Qigong, but has also
benefited by it tremendously. She has
never missed a class unless she was away
from the island and has proven her
loyalty and sincerity through these last
weeks, offering to help in anyway she
can. Thanks also to Kaii Krymm who has
wonderful patience, continuing to
practise her Balancing Gong for
the three weeks I was
last away, despite
knowing she
should have
been tested. I
am happy
to see
her

health and skill improving. There are
also others, like my Buddhism Sifu who
has just recently begun to study Qigong
with me and who learns exceptionally
well and practises even better. I am
grateful to her for letting me be a part

of ‘her family’ when I was alone and
needed it most, and to all those friends
I have made in the temple as a result.

It has often been a frightening
burden to try and create something here
alone but I am grateful to everyone who
has helped, especially those there in
England who have helped to boost
morale, wipe tears and even shout and

give me a kick when needed.
I am sure you can guess

some of those people:- Tse Sifu-
both as my teacher and my best
friend; Darryl Moy- whose
patience has I am sure earned
him Immortality by now; Michael
Baker- for the weekly emails of

humour which were sorely needed
at times; John Hayes – for always

taking time to listen; Barbro – for being
a friend of the heart and for Stefan,
for just being a good man, and to all
those others in the family, like Julian
Wilde who sent me a timely email this
summer before the Instructor’s Course
to say I would be missed. It helped a
lot! And thanks to Sylvia Royle for the
cards and sweet thoughts, Martin Gale
who is more than one person’s hero,
Simon Bedford, Caroline Garvey, Sarah
Bloomfield, Mollie Heron, Helen Philpott,
Helen Massey, Shahriar Sepangi and
Kate Britton. There are many more, and
I thank all of them in my heart.

Life is constantly changing but to
me the constant pivot should be
compassion and kindness for those
around us. These relationships, like
strands of a web, are what connect us
and help to support the whole. I am
grateful for the small time I have had
here in Hawaii to share my Sifu’s skill
and hope that the seeds planted will
continue to grow. It is now time for me
to start another garden back in England
and share some of the Aloha that I have
learned here in Hawaii. Aloha means
many things. It means hello, it means
goodbye, it means to be and act with
love and awareness of others’ needs. It
means family

by Sihn Kei. sihnkei@qimagazine.com

As most of you will have read in the PO Box, it has been decided to close
the Hawaii office. That does not mean to say America will be forgotten, rather
the seeds that have been planted will continue to be nurtured in the hope that they
will grow into strong trees and bear fruit.

One More AlohaOne More Aloha
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“Aloha means many things,
hello, goodbye, act with
love and awareness , it
means family”

“Aloha means many things,
hello, goodbye, act with
love and awareness , it
means family”
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There is a long history of seclusion and retreat in
the Daoist tradition. The tales and legends of
masters and disciples leaving the disharmony and
illusions of society behind and returning to nature
are too numerous to recount. Whether they lived

as hermits for their entire lives, or returned to society after
a temporary sojourn, nature was clearly the source of
inspiration for the Daoist spiritual tradition. The very
imagery and language of Daoist spiritual texts is derived
from and continually reinvigorated by direct natural
experience.

The Dao De Jing states that Dao is the way of nature,
and compares Dao to the flow of a river. The Yijing
illuminating wisdom derives entirely from the interaction of
natural forces like wind, water, wood, earth. The postures
and movements of Taijiquan and Qigong are also reflections
of nature. One “waves hands like clouds”, or moves like
“twin dragons embracing the moon.” Qigong postures
emulate the Big Dipper, crouching tigers, bamboo stalks,
and eagles soaring on the breeze. Nature is the source of
Daoist cultivation. As Master Shi Ming states in his book
Mind Over Matter, Higher Martial Arts, “Humankind is none
other than a microcosm, a hologram of the total system of
the universe, in complete communion with the macrocosm.”
(p. 24)

Unfortunately, these natural truths do not have much
to do with how people actually live their lives today, even
people fortunate enough to have the time and energy to
devote to internal cultivation. Post-modern citizens in the

21 st Century are more detached from nature than human beings
have ever been. Philosophy, education and psychological attitude
toward the natural world separate us mentally and spiritually;
the simple mechanics of how we live erect enormous barriers
between ourselves and the earth we emerged from and depend
on.

The majority of the citizens of the industrialized nations,
eastern or western, live in cities where nature has been nearly
completely destroyed or subordinated. City dwellers can and
do live their lives completely removed from natural cycles or
processes, whether they want to or not. Even residents of suburban
or rural areas are still contending with the lights, traffic and
noise of sprawl, and an increasing reliance on technology that
separates daily living from natural processes. Furthermore, the
increasingly frenetic pace of our lives is stressful and serves to
adrenalize our system, making us unhealthy, nervous and
unbalanced; a far cry from the balanced serenity that spiritual
cultivation is based upon.

Our increasingly technological society is not a purely
negative one. Passing judgement on society, or advocating some
type of environmental “fundamentalism” as the redress for all
of our current difficulties is neither mature nor realistic. The
point that needs to be made is that our current lifestyle and the
majority of the influences on our lives, be they psychological or
technological, create obstacles to internal cultivation, and these
obstacles block our receptivity to Qi within ourselves or the

Between Heaven and Earth

Qigong in the
Wilderness
Qigong in the
Wilderness

People follow the earth.
Earth follows heaven.
Heaven follows the Dao.
The Dao follows what is natural.
(Dao De Jing, Verse 25)

People follow the earth.
Earth follows heaven.
Heaven follows the Dao.
The Dao follows what is natural.
(Dao De Jing, Verse 25)
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natural world we come from. The results of these obstacles
are profound.

Fortunately, “when one removes the weeds, the garden
grows of its own accord.” As teachers at a martial arts
educational centre in Maine, we are fortunate to have access
to pristine wilderness areas, and have learned first hand of
the numerous benefits of extended spiritual cultivation in
wilderness settings. We believe so strongly in providing
wilderness training
as part of our
education that we
have developed a
complete four-
season program in
order to give our
students these
crucial experiences.
Students climb
mountains and
canoe lakes and
rivers in order to
cleanse their spirits
and find tranquil
and unspoiled
settings to engage in
the ancient and
beautiful practices
of Taiji, Qigong and
other martial arts
training practices.
Travelling to a pristine natural setting
and living in a more basic state, as the
ancient masters did, is still one of the
simplest ways to improve one’s practice.
There are many benefits to taking a day
trip to a park or beach, and we know
of many practit ioners (including
ourselves) who engage in these kinds
of activit ies. However, taking an
extended retreat of several days has
more profoundly positive effects on our
practice.

First of all, extended trips make
it possible to get to a more remote site,
which means the energy will be
uncontaminated. Secondly, an
extended trip will make it possible to
truly “empty one’s cup”. For example, when we take our
students on a three-day wilderness trip, the entire first day is
required to truly detach from the stresses and concerns of
work and family. The second day is taken up with actually
harmonizing with nature. It isn’t until the third day that the
student is fully attuned to nature and can really transform
their practice. By then, one experience builds upon another,
to create an impact that goes beyond what each individual
experience can provide. Lastly, remote areas are often quite
beautiful and awe-inspiring. Simply being out there nourishes
the spirit and refreshes and strengthens the mind and body.

Another benefit of wilderness training derives from the
more basic way that you live while outdoors. Sleeping on the
ground, in tents or in shelters, cooking outside and being
completely subordinate to the elements is spiritually purifying.
Quite simply, it’s an ancient way to live, so it puts you in

direct contact with the same forces that moulded the ancient
spiritual masters. Since we come from the earth, even people
who have little or no experience in nature will find their instincts
and awareness heightened. When you are focused on the
simple demands of living, such as hauling wood or drawing
water, the ego is put in check as a matter of course.

The exact details of our practice vary with the seasons,
the time of day we happen to be practising and the natural

sett ing we are
training in.
However, the basic
format is to first clear
the mind through
either seated or
standing meditation,
in which one begins
Cosmic Orbital
Breathing to
generate Qi circul-
ation from the
perineum up the
spine, over the
crown, into the limbs
and back down to
the perineum. From
there, we draw
energy from heaven
and earth, and make
a connection
between the two
within us.

Once that
connection has been
established, we will
conduct a series of
purifying washes
such as sinew or
bone marrow
purification. De-
pending on the
e n v i r o n m e n t ,
season, or time of
day we may draw
energy directly from
the sun or moon,
either to warm us up
or cool us down, or

engage in a series of energy “pulls”. Terrain permitting, we
may also engage in Taijiquan exercise.

Although any number of days of wilderness training is
good, three days seems to be the necessary minimum for
really emptying the cup and taking one’s practice to a new
level. We conduct excursions of three, five or seven days in
length. We find these particular lengths to be meaningful
simply because they remind us of mind-body-spirit; the four
cardinal directions and the centre point or the five elements;
and the seven stars of the Big Dipper (the Jade Ladle). The
length is not of central importance. What is most important
is the long-lasting effects of wilderness Qigong on our practice
after we return from an excursion. We find that our practice
is invigorated for up to a month after our return. The benefits
occur at several levels. By purifying ourselves, negative
thoughts and worries are dispelled, giving us more relaxation

“Most important
is the long-
lasting effects on
our practise after
we return.”
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and confidence in our training and other aspects of our lives.
The deeper level of intuitive connection continues to function
after we return, making our practise more natural, creative
and spontaneous; less mechanical and contrived. It gives us
back our connection to the natural rhythm of the earth, and
this helps us make the discipline of our practise more
harmonious with these cycles. Also, we return to our “day-
to-day” lives with a more refined capacity for effortless action.
This helps us to deal with stress better, which in turn helps us
conserve our energy and stay healthier mentally, physically,
and spiritually. And, of course, we have the memory of a
wonderful experience.

In addition to whatever guidelines you use to structure
your practise, there are a few points to consider if you go
into nature:

Remember that nature is the teacher. Weather and
conditions determine your practise. You cannot be rigid about
what you do, or when. After all, flexibility and spontaneity
are the whole reason you are out there in the first place.
Qigong in a sunny meadow on a windless day is different
than Qigong on a starry night by the edge of a lake. You will
be drawing in different energy, and your practise may
spontaneously change in accordance with what you are
harmonizing with.

Do not practise on mountain peaks. This is too
much of a focus point for heavenly Yang energy, and is too
intense for our system. It is also somewhat arrogant. It is
fine to be high up on the side of a mountain, just avoid the
very top. Find an area some distance below the peak that is
at least somewhat sheltered and has more of a Yin element.

Do not practise in low-lying, stagnant or swampy
areas. Aside from mundane concerns like insects, stagnant
areas have stagnant energy, which should not be tapped into.

Do not practise in the wind. Wind will strip you of
your Qi. Find a sheltered location. If you can’t, then you
should cultivate your patience and wait, or engage in seated
meditation.

Do not practise at sundown. Sunset is a transition
time in nature, and the Qi becomes mixed. This is to be
avoided. Practising at daybreak is excellent, as is practising
at night.

Do not draw in lunar energy on cold nights. Lunar
energy is very Yin, and cools the body. Cooling the body on
a cold night can lead to hypothermia. On the other hand,
drawing lunar energy if you are overheated can cool you.

Conversely, do not draw in excessive solar energy
on hot days. Too much Yang can lead to heat exhaustion.
Solar draws are useful if you are outdoors in colder
temperatures.

Do not practise where other people can see you.
The whole idea is to detach from society, if only for a little
while, so that you can completely open your meridians.
Bystanders will cause you to naturally close
down. In addition, you need to be
concerned about your safety.
Practising in front of strangers
may bring you the
wrong kind of
attention.

Do not overextend yourself. The wilderness is
purifying and healing, but not if you proceed recklessly or
ignorantly. There are many challenges and hazards including
weather, terrain, animals and, sadly, sometimes other people.
In your enthusiasm for training, take care that your excursion
does not exceed your ability to complete the trip safely.
Develop your wilderness skills the way you develop you Qigong,
consistently and patiently. There are numerous books on the
wilderness you can access for information about camping,
hiking, canoeing, etc. There are also many schools that you
can go to for instruction on the basics of woodcraft and
outdoor skills. Be careful as you look for a school to teach
you wilderness skills, some are disreputable and abusive, others
are genuine and careful. Make sure you choose your
wilderness teachers wisely.

I would like to end with a short training poem about
wilderness training written by our school’s Sifu. As an ancient
teacher once said, judge not, only ponder.

Let the Wind Blow,
Conserve Your Qi.
Let the Sun Shine,
Accumulate Your Qi.
Let the Rain Fall,
Allow Your Qi to Flow.
Let the Snow Blizzard,
Open Your Inner Qi.

Let the Wind Blow,
Let the Sun Shine,
Let the Rain Fall,
Let the Snow Blizzard.

Let Us All Be One With the Way,
Forever flowing.

May your practise bring you joy. Thank You
by Andy Mishkin

(About the Author: Andy Mishkin is a lifestyle martial artist and wilderness
guide teaching at the Riverview Foundation, a martial arts educational center in

Southern Maine specializing in non-competitive martial arts and wilderness
training.)

Editor’s note:
Every Qigong system has its own principles and practise guidelines. This article is
written based on the author’s own personal Qigong studies of his school and is not

necessarily the guidelines of other Qigong schools.
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Preying Mantis

Master Chan Pui’s

Preying Mantis Kung Fu is one of the
most well known of the animal styles of Kung
Fu. There are in fact a numberof styles of
Preying Mantis. Master Chan Pui teaches Wah
Lum Preying Mantis.

Qi Magazine 23

Master Chan Pui was born in 1936 in Guangxou, Shangxi province. It was the
beginning of hard times in China, with the communists beginning to exert
their power and influence. Rather than stay and be persecuted for the skill
that was his life, he escaped to Hong Kong in 1956 by swimming through
shark infested waters separating the two bodies of land. In Hong Kong, he started

teaching there but soon began to travel abroad to spread his skill. He first shared the Wah Lum
skill in a martial art school in Boston’s Chinatown and eventually emigrated to the United States
in 1968. In 1971, he founded his own school in Boston, calling it the New England China
Martial Arts Association. By 1974, he had six schools in the New England area.

WAH
LUM
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However, it was Master Chan’s dream to have
a school where people could come from all over
the world to both reside and train. He wanted it to
be a place where people could come to study
without distractions from outside, allowing them
to concentrate on developing high level martial
art skill. He also wanted his school to have the
kind of special training facilities usually only found
in China:- Plum Blossom Posts which help students
build agility and balance, open spaces for weapons
training that would not limit movement, and live
in facilities so people could come and live at the
temple from all over the world. His dream is that
his school would be a place that would offer
intensive, full time training not only for adults but
children as well.

And in 1980 that dream came true and
Master Chan opened the Wah Lum Kung Fu temple,
a sprawling 3,000 complex located on over an acre
of land in Orlando, Florida. The school can
accommodate over 300 people training at any one
time and is a testament to Master Chan’s
commitment and perserverence to martial art’s
excellence. Classes are held from 8am in the
morning until 9pm at night seven days a week. It is
a place where everyone becomes family, an example
led by his own family’s involvement in the temple.
His wife, Suzy, teaches the only other ‘outside Wah
Lum system skill’ offered by the temple and this is
Taijiquan. His daughter, Mimi, has now assumed
the full time responsibility of teaching classes and
supervising training and teaching of the other 15
instructors in the Temple now that Master Chan
has supposedly retired. However, he still is there
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and aren’t willing
to spend six months
on one technique to
try and perfect it.
However, the reason Kung Fu

has been continuing for
thousands of years is due to the

patience and hard work put into it.
People will get as much out of
something as they put into it. Kung
Fu means hard work.”

“For such a long time
traditional Kung Fu was a mystery.
Now we see it in everyday activity –
through movies, television and
magazines. It has also been a goal
for a long time to have the Wah Lum
system strongly represented
throughout the United States. I am
happy to have so many grand
students and even great-grand

students! It makes me proud to know that there will be many
generations of Wah Lum practitioners. I hope that my teachings
will carry on through my senior Wah Lum instructors and their
students. It is like a family of generations.”

He continues, “All kinds of martial arts are growing in
the West and will get bigger and better over the years. The
standard is constantly improving with good instructors and good
schools. Martial arts will continue to grow.”

“If someone wants to pursue a career in martial arts, I
would tell any practitioner to work hard and concentrate on their
basics. Regardless of style or art, the basics are the root of it all.
The basics are like a tree. Without strong roots, the tree will die.
The same theory applies for martial arts. One must concentrate
on strong basics and foundations in order to truly bring
themselves to another level and that is to learn humility, to be
humble and practise hard.”

by Jessica Blackwell
Master Chan Pui can be contacted at the Wah Lum Kung Fu Temple

Tel. 407 275 6177 or info@wahlum.com

nearly everyday, presiding over his now flourishing dream.
Master Chan began his own martial art studies at

the age of ten years old under Master Lee Kwan Shan,
who taught Wah Lum Praying Mantis. He began with the
basics, which at that time, meant that he studied these for
three years before he ever began to learn the forms
training. This intensive basics training helped him to build
a very strong foundation that would serve to hone his skill
both internally and externally. It also helped to develop his
patience and humility, things which have helped shape his
own ideas of how students should train.

The Wah Lum Praying Mantis skill originated from the
Wah Lum Monastery in the Ping To district in Shantung
province China. Master Lee Kwan Shan, (Master Chan Pui’s
Sifu), came to the Monastery in the early 1900s and began
what was to be a ten year journey under the tutelage of
Abbot Ching Yeung, the fourth generation disciple of the
Praying Mantis system.

When Master Lee left the temple, he travelled to many
places in China but finally chose to settle at Sha Cheng village
in Canton province, which is in southern China. It was here
that he combined the Praying Mantis, a northern style skill he
had learned from Abbot Ching with his own
family’s martial art system, Tam Tui which
means ‘seeking leg’. Master Lee became
known for his long fist forms, spear and pole
techniques and whirling broadsword skills.
Before his death in 1948, he accepted Chan
Pui to be his youngest and last disciple.

After Master Lee’s death, he continued
his studies with his Dai Si Hing (elder Kung Fu
brother), Chan Wan Ching. This made Master
Chan the six generation in the Wah Lum skill.
Today, he still tries to maintain the high level
martial art skill taught to him by teaching his
students to have a strong foundation through
basic movements which trains their minds to
help to settle their energy so they are calmer,
trains their bodies so they are more flexible
and healthier. In addition, he also trains them
in martial arts morality. This strong foundation
in the basics trains the heart (ie. spirit) and
patience, necessary requirements for any good
martial artist.

Master Chan Pui says, “Before every class, our students
have to recite the following poem which is written on our altar in
Chinese. It states:-

Learn kindness, humility and respect.
Respect your elders,
Respect the teachings being taught,
Respect your teacher.

Master Chan says, “It is important that we teach our
students the philosophical side of Kung Fu as well as the physical.
Kung Fu means more than a series of kicks and punches. I find
it essential that practitioners understand the true meaning of
Kung Fu.”

“In order for a person to be good at martial arts, I believe
that strong basics are the key to good Kung Fu. A person willing
to have the patience and dedication to train basics will have
higher comprehension of what Kung Fu is and how to be a better
martial artist. Most people today want to learn everything fast

“Kung Fu has been
continuing for
thousands of years
due to the patience and
hard work put into it”

“Kung Fu has been
continuing for
thousands of years
due to the patience and
hard work put into it”
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Fig 1 Fig 2

Fig 3
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To the Chinese Culture, the turtle and snake are two very
spiritual creatures. They have their own way of following
nature and taking nature’s energy. They also live long.

Chinese people respect these animals a lot and some believe
they are like human beings and can think. In the past, some
people even believed they could change into human beings
because they took the natural energy.

1 Combining Qi with the Turtle and Snake

i. Stand still for a few minutes, with your eyes closed. Let
your mind clam down and relax all your muscles and
joints. Fig 1

ii. Sit on a stool with your legs spread wide. Keep your back
straight and look forwards, but do not focus on anything.
Rest both of your hands on your Dantian and keep your
elbows open, so there is space at the armpits. Fig 2
This exercise allows the Qi to settle at the Dantian. The snake

is Yang and the turtle is Yin, so to begin with, we let both energies
settle at the Dantian before we begin to move.

2 Two Dragons Play with a Pearl

i. Rest both your hands on your Dantian. Men should place
their left on the stomach with the right hand covering it.
Women should have the right hand inside and the left
outside. Start to rotate the hands in a circle around the
area of the Dantian, men should make a clockwise circle
and ladies should make an anticlockwise circle. Rotate
the hands 36 times. Fig 3
This movement allows the Qi to start flowing from the Dantian

and from still it becomes active. This follows the principle of the
Yijing. From Wuji (nothing) comes Taiji (something). The hands
represent the two dragons rotating the pearl.

Turtle and
Snake
Qigong

Turtle and
Snake
Qigong

When practising Qigong, we usually need
a lot of space, but there are some that we can do
sat on a stool. The stool will fix your position
and your legs can also relax.

The turtle represents slowness and longevity and the
snake represents quick and short, this is Yin and Yang. So this
set of exercises is a good balance and combination of
movement.
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Fig 4

Fig 5
Fig 6

Fig 7
Fig 8

Fig 9

Fig 10
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3 Waving

4 Swing Your Head and Move Your Tail.

i. Sit still and rest both hands on your thighs. Keep your
back straight and look forwards. Fig 7

ii. Bend forwards with your head down. Fig 8
iii. Start to rotate your upper body in a clockwise direction

three times. Then repeat in an anticlockwise direction,
again three times. While you circle your body make sure
your hands and legs do not move. Fig 9 - Fig 10
This movement is also good for the lower back as well as

headaches, your neck, shoulders, and all problems with the spine. It
will help to keep your mind clear.As you rotateyour body,you should
imagine that you have no bones and every joint is flexible.

to be continued... by Zhou Renfeng

i. Sit still and rest both hands on your back on your kidneys.
Fig 4

ii. At the same time, rub the right palm upwards, the left
palm downwards and lean to the left side. Fig 5

iii. Change to the other side, rub the left hand upwards and
the right palm down and lean to the right side. Fig 6
You move the upper body like it is a wave. Rubbing the lower

back is good for your kidneys and makes the back more flexible.
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Kung Fu Breakfast
Once a week, rain or shine, my Lan

Shou brothers take Sifu Qing to
breakfast after class. Some of the

brothers only attend class on Sundays
because of work or family commitments
and it is on this day that Sifu makes
corrections and comments.

For those of you new to my
continuing journal of Shanghai
experiences, Sifu Qing Zhong Bao
79, is my Lan Shou Quan
Grandmaster. Lan Shou is a rare
form of Northern Shaolin that,
although an external style of
martial arts, embraces the
principles of the internal system.
My 11 Lan Shou brothers’ average
age is 52 and the group still
practises together regularly with
Sifu Qing.

Not all the famous
restaurants in Shanghai serve
breakfast but every Sunday we
visit a different one that does, in
the downtown area. Each one is
known for its different specialities
and seasonal offerings. While any
of us could choose the myriad
dishes on offer it is ordinarily Tsao
Ching Suan or Wu Jie that pick
the 20 or so dishes we end up
sharing. This is based, I believe,
on their fighting ability, which
tends to order the standing within
the group in many ways.

The breakfast is composed
of Jaotze or dumplings of a variety
of descriptions, as in Cantonese Dim
Sum cuisine. Additionally they regularly
order different flavours of chicken feet,
shredded tofu, boiled peanuts and
dates, the occasional drunken chicken,
sweet egg tarts, jellied preserved meats,
boiled beef tendon, pork bones, soy
beans in their shells, water chestnuts in
orange juice, jellyfish, gizzards, pickled
preserved vegetables, fried rice flour
pancakes, and many other
unrecognisable, unknown, or
unmentionable dishes. In the spring and
summer, the dishes tend to be cold or
chilled while in autumn and winter

choices have been hot. Winter also
means large pots of rice porridge with
preserved duck eggs, dried fish, or a
variety of legumes shot throughout, and

served to everyone as well. Green tea,
of course, is a staple and every one fights
constantly to keep each other’s cup full
over the ensuing couple of hours.

Conversation tends to turn on
the topics of movement, application, and
principle. Fighting and past battles are
another favourite subject along with
stories of the great feats of legendary
Lan Shou Masters. Ordinarily everyone
talks at once, mouths full of food, and
chopsticks poised to emphasize
important points. Occasionally

Kung Fu Breakfast

Being able to study with a traditional teacher is a great gift. Often
many of the best lessons are not learnt in class, but outside in the most
unlikey locations.

disagreements arise, then voices are
raised, and it seems any second a huge
brawl will break out, much to the
amusement of some of the others.
Somehow, this never happens and the
group re-establishes cohesion and the
semblance of harmony.

When it comes time to pay the
bill things get really interesting. First off,
everyone wants to look at the charge
sheet to see how much the dishes cost.
There is the endless wrangling over the
individual prices and how overpriced
this particular place is. Next, in the best
Chinese tradition, one must deny any
gift at least three times, so everyone
wants to pay for the meal. Moreover,
there is face to be gained by paying,

at least on the day, and this is further
incentive to win the bill. There are
generally three ways one can “win” the
bill. The first is through fighting ability

by overcoming with talent and power,
the second way to pay is through stealth
by having given deposit money to the
waitress beforehand or sneak and grab
while the others argue, and finally one
may win by charm, which is a secret
technique I am unwilling to share with
you here. Of course there are other
methods one may employ but you might
recognize these three primary methods
from the words in Sun Tzu ‘Art of War’.

Once the bill is paid it is the signal
the meal is at an end and the group
departs unceremoniously looking forward
to the next week’s practice and upcoming
gathering

by J. Reynolds Nelson. JRN@qimagazine.com

“When it comes
time to pay the bill

things get really
interesting.”
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Instructor Insight

Caroline is qualified to teach
Dayan Qigong. She can be

contacted on 01379 650186

Karen is qualified to teach Balancing Gong and
Healthy Living Gong. She can be contacted

onkaren.anderson@vgregion.se

In 1993 a friend of mine talked me into going to my first Qigong class in Norwich.
I was quite sceptical about all the new age movements and fashions that were doing the
rounds, but friendship is very important to me so I trailed behind her to meet Sifu Julian
Wilde and began studying Wild Goose Qigong.

It was a revelation to me. Not only did my body begin to feel better and healthier,
but my confidence grew as did my ability to deal with life’s ups and downs. Whatever my
natural scepticism said, I knew it was because of my Qigong. My friends began to notice
the difference and wanted to join a local class. So when Sifu suggested I could start
working in my local area under his supervision it moved my own journey in a new and
exciting direction. I love teaching, both because I want other people to benefit from
what Qigong has to offer and it has helped me focus on my own practice and understanding.

My class is small and focused on the needs of women, many aiming at maintaining health and vitality as they
progress through middle age. We meet in the gym of the local primary school surrounded by the drawings and models
made by the children which creates a really cheerful atmosphere.

Attending the Instructor’s Course at Wye with Tse Sigong has been very important for me and helped me understand
the underlying principles of Qigong, the culture from which it comes and the spirit in which it should be taught. I know I
have a lot to learn, but Qigong has become an integral part of my life.

It seems amazing to me that I am writing this as a qualified instructor of the Tse Qigong Centre and really want to
thank my Sifu, Julian Wilde and my Sigong and all the senior instructors for their input. But, I also want to thank my fellow
students and now my own class students, whose humour, support and good energy has really helped carry me through.

I have had an interest in Chinese culture and philosophy for many years
and I became interested in Qigong practice in the early 1990s. In my work as a
physiotherapist I had been looking for ways to integrate western medicine with
eastern health practices. Qigong seemed to be a very good method for relaxation
and health improvement. I had the opportunity to attend one of Sifu‘s courses in
Goteborg some seven years ago. His method of teaching was refreshingly natural
and skilful at the same time and I understood at once that this was something for
me. The first time that I saw Sifu demonstrating Wild Goose Qigong it brought
tears to my eyes. At that time it seemed impossible to imagine myself going
through those beautiful flowing movements but I was deeply inspired to try. That
inspiration has continued and I hope to continue learning, practising and
“polishing” for many years to come.

During these years I have also been working with war and torture survivors and I know for sure that without Qigong
practice, I would never be able to manage this. There is a most extraordinary feeling whenever I feel overwhelmed by my
work and take the time to do some Qigong practice. I can literally feel the stress melting away and after a few minutes I come
into contact with a relaxed and natural state of being.

I have often asked Sifu for advice in treatment for my patients and his suggestions have always proved useful. As I
have gradually been able to integrate Dayan Qigong theory and practice into my daily work the benefits for my patients has
become increasingly clear. Quite often I find myself telling one of Sifu´s stories to emphasise different principles (especially
the importance of practice). Being an instructor I hope to be able to relay the qualities of heart and skill and to inspire
others to realise their own healing ability, leading to natural balance and better health.

Karen Anderson
Goteborg, Sweden

Caroline Forbes
Diss, Norfolk, UK.
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In the first year of the Shenlong reign of the
Tang Dynasty, a rich country gentleman in
Zhushan County named, Yinke, hired

workers to dig a water well behind the village.
Two years had passed and the shaft had been
already sunk to the depth of over 1,000 feet, but
strange to say, no water was found. Yinke was
resolved and would not give up.

One month into the third year of digging,
the digger at the bottom of the shaft suddenly heard
the muffled noises of roosters crowing and dogs
barking coming through the ground! A few more feet
down and a tunnel appeared in the side of the shaft.
With some hesitation, the digger ventured in carefully.
He fumbled ahead for dozens of steps and then the
darkness seemed to be dispelled by some natural light and
he continued his descent.

The tunnel suddenly opened onto a high mountain peak.
There he stood facing another world. Mountain ranges of glassy
rocks unfurled before his eyes and in each valley there were palaces
of gold and silver. There were gigantic trees, too, whose trunks had
joints like those of bamboo yet whose leaves were no smaller than
those of a palm tree. Colourful birds, cranes perhaps, swooped amidst
the tree tops. Multicoloured butterflies the size of fans were dancing
up and down among the purple flowers which were larger than
cushions. Among the rocks were twin springs, one in which the water
was limpid and clear and the other milky white.

He climbed down to the palaces, hoping to see someone
who could satisfy his curiosity. Above the gate arch hung a board
inscribed in silver with the characters, “Celestial Osmanthus Palace”.

Out from the caretakers’s room hurried two men about five
feet tall, their faces bean-curd soft, their lips naturally red, their hair
silkily black and their clothes light and filmy like smoke. On their
heads they wore a coronet of gold, but they walked bare-footed.
They asked the digger who he was and how he had managed to
come to this place. The digger did not have time to finish explaining
when a throng gathered at the gate demanding to know why there
was a such a smell of filthy mortal. Blamed for not reporting sooner,
the caretakers meekly replied that a worker form the outside world,
who had trespassed by accident was just asking his way.

Presently a messenger in red arrived with a decree, ordering
the caretakers to send the intruder away with due courtesy. The digger
bowed his thanks.

“Since you are already here, why don’t you ask for permission
to have a look around before you leave?” one caretaker suggested.

“I was afraid of being ill-mannered. If sightseeing is possible,
do you mind putting in a good word for me?”

The caretaker then threw a jade slat into the sky and it returned
as quickly as a boomerang. With the slat in hand, he led the digger
first the clear spring to wash himself and next to the milky spring to
rinse his mouth. It tasted like cow’s milk, sweet and natural. The
worker drank several mouthfuls and it seemed to quench his hunger
and at the same time brought on a slight feeling of tipsiness.

The caretaker guided him from palace to palace without
entering any. In about half a day, they reached a walled city on the
outskirts of the mountains. Even the walls were made out of bricks of
gold and silver. Three huge characters in jade were inscribed above
the town gate saying, “Stairway to Heaven”.

“What place is this?” asked the digger?
“This city is where the newly converted immortals reside.

They must live here for 700,000 days preparing themselves morally
before they can rise to the heavens and have a place in one of the
various paradises. Only after that can they be appointed to heavenly
positions with responsibility, and then they will be able to travel
through space.”

“Since yours is a heavenly paradise, why is it below my
world?” asked the digger.

“My country is in
fact the upper sphere of the
underworld, just as there is a
heavenly paradise above your world
exactly like mine. Now, it is time for you to
return.”

They traced their way up the mountains.
At the milky spring the caretaker stopped to give the
worker a chance to take a few more drinks. Reaching
the peak, however, the digger could not find the tunnel
through which he had come.

“Though it might have only seemed a moment to you here,”
said the caretaker, “decades have crept by in your own world. It is
unlikely that you will find the old tunnel. Let me find the key to the
Heavenly Gate for you.”

The digger thanked him for his trouble.
In no time, the caretaker returned with a gold seal in one

hand and a jade slat in the other. He led the worker up another peak
to an imposing gate tower. The guards bowed most respectfully at
the sight of the seal. The caretaker pronounced a command from the
jade slat and instantly, the gate flung open. As soon as the digger
stepped across the threshold, wind and clouds swept him off his feet
so fast that all scenes were blurred and only a trailing string of words
from the caretaker’s lips were caught…”Farewell. Remember me
to…”

Before long the clouds dispersed and he found himself in a
cave on top of Mount Lone Star, ten miles to the north of Fangzhou
Prefecture. Asking about Yinke, he learned that he was now in the
seventh year of Zhenyuan reign and Yinke’s great-grandson had
come into inheritance of the farm. Nobody remembered that anyone
had tried to sink a well behind the village.

The digger left them and made his way to the village and to
a huge pit where the well had once been. It must have caved in long
ago. He looked for his own kinsfolk but they seemed to have passed
into oblivion.

The mortal world no longer appealed to him. Even food
became distasteful. With no family, no home, he wandered about
for some time. Years later, rumour had it that he was seen in the
Cockscomb Mountains that was the last anyone ever heard of him

Translated by Zhang Guangqian
NOTE: China has a long history of stories regaling exotic tales of fox spirits,
ghosts and goblins. This story is taken from the famous “Records of the Taiping

Era”, which is a collection of over 7000 stories dating from the Han Dynasty (206
BC-220 AD) to the beginning of the Song Dynasty (978) recorded in 500
volumes. This story is a fanciful tale that is entertaining as it is imaginative.

A Well Diggers
Adventure

A Well Diggers
Adventure
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At Chinese New Year Chinese people will do many
nice things at so we will have a good beginning. If
the beginning of the year is good, then the end will
be easier. But I always say, “Whenever we do anything
we need a good beginning and a good end.” So we

should take care of the ending, as this is very important. So
you should be nice to people even when you disagree with
them. This way, the next time you meet, you will still have a
good feeling and not become enemies. This year is the year
of the Horse, and the Horse is the element Fire. As it is a
Water Horse, it becomes water at the top and fire at the

Rat
Element: Yang Water
People born in
1948,60,72,84,96.
This year you will have
some luck, however there
will be some separation
and a lot of travelling. You
can also be tired.

bottom. So if there is any metal in the middle, it becomes like
cooking something. Those people who are the Metal element,
like the Monkey and Chicken, will find that there will be a lot
of food.

Let me now introduce each animal sign to you and
what is in store for you in the New Year. If you were born
before approximately the 4th of February, then you might
actually belong to the previous year. This depends on when
Chinese New Year fell in that year. So if you are not sure,
then you will need to look it up.

Ox
Element: Yin Earth
People born in
1949,61,73,85,97
This year you can have
children. You can make a
good income, and there
will be a lot of things
going on. Some people
may gossip about you.

Tiger
Element: Yang Wood
People born in
1950,62,74,86,98
This year you might get
married, start a new job
or business and also make
new friends. However, you
can lose some money.

Rabbit
Element: Yin Wood
People born in
1951,63,75,87,99
This year will be very busy
and you can be tired. You
may use more money, but
friends will come to help
you.

Dragon
Element: Yang
Earth.
People born in
1952,64,76,88,00
This year will be good in
the beginning, but more
difficult in the end. So it
will go up and down. You
might also argue with
friends, but it will be
happy most of the time.

Snake
Element: Yin Fire.
People born in
1953,65,77,89,01
This year will have a lot of
parties and you will meet
many people and make
new friends.

Chinese New Year
The Water Horse
“Kung Hei Fat Choi”- Happy New Year! Chinese New Year is a time of big

celebrations in China and across Asia. Even the west has been influenced by it so
much. This year Chinese New Year is on the 12th of February - it will be the year
of the Horse and it is a Water Horse.

What the Year of the Horse Has in Store for You
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Horse
Element: Yang Fire.
People born in
1954,66,78,90,02
This year you are the host,
so you will be very busy
and have to work hard. At
the end, you will have a
good result.

Goat
Element: Yin Earth.
People born in
1943,55,67,79,91
This year you will meet
more friends and spend
time with family more. You
should enjoy this year a
lot.

Monkey
Element: Yang Metal
People born in
1944,56,68,80,92
This year will be some-
times good and sometimes
bad. Be careful as friends
may use you, so keep
yourself centred. However,
you will eat a lot.

Chicken
Element: Yin Metal.
People born in
1945,57,69,81,93
This year you will use a lot
of energy and can become
tired and maybe even ill.
Keep yourself centred and
do not get involved in too
many things, especially
those that do not belong
to you.

Dog
Element: Yang Earth.
People born in
1946,58,70,82,94
This year will be hard in
the beginning, but by the
end of the year all the
problems will be solved.

Pig
Element: Yin Water.
People born in
1947,59,71,83,95
This year will be hard work
and you might become
exhausted. But you will
earn good results.

You should not take these predictions too seriously.
The future is still controlled by you. After studying Chinese
Horoscopes, Yijing and prediction for many years, I find that
it is not difficult to get things right, but it is difficult to predict
everything.

If you find your horoscope is not good then if you
learn how to change it then your future will also change. But
if you think you are so lucky, then you can turn selfish and in
the end your life will become bad.

The future is based on two elements. One is the prenatal
element that you were born with. This determines how tall
you will be, whether your hair is brown and your eyes blue.
The other element is the postnatal element which comes after
you were born. Even if you were born a nice, compassionate
person, if you just think of yourself, by the time you have
grown up you will be selfish. This will influence your life and
your decisions as to which way you go, good or bad.

If you do more kind things, then your heart will change.
Your face will also change and also your palm will change.
But if you are selfish and only think about yourself, then your
face will twist. One eye might be bigger than the other, one
side of the face stronger than the other side. Then you can
already tell you will be unlucky.

You can tell when people are good by their faces. They
should be balanced. Also you can tell people who are selfish
as well.

A balanced, positive face will be lucky, and always you
think of others, then you will always be lucky. Even if this year
is not supposed to be good, everything will sort itself out.

This year is not meant to be good for me as I was born
in 1960, which is the Year of the Rat. However, it was also the
end of the Pig year, so I have both those elements. However, I
do not worry. I will think and follow my heart and try to
consider other people a little bit more. If something is right, I

will not back off, but I will try to keep myself balanced. So
although I enjoy studying Chinese Horoscopes, I find the heart
is more important, but I still have a long way to go

by Michael Tse

The Horse is
the host this
year, so expect
a busy one

The Horse is
the host this
year, so expect
a busy one
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Testing TimesTesting Times
Today Chan was helping Ma with his

sword fencing skills and was pleased
to see Ma was getting strong and

faster. They whirled around and their
swords flashed in the sunlight and
chimed together. Suddenly there was a
strange dull thud. They stopped, realising
that Ma’s sword had broken.

“Oh no!” he said, “Not again. I
thought I had found a good one this
time.” He went over and picked up the
pieces of his broken sword. With only
one sword their session had been cut
short, so they decided to sit down and
watch the town below.

After a while, they noticed there
seemed to be a little tension in the air.

“Wow,” said Ma, “everyone is in
a bad mood today.” Chan nodded in
agreement. Just then a large red faced
man charged across the main street.
They were a little too far away to make
out exactly what he was saying but they
could make out, “How dare they,... by
now I should have the right, after all
I’ve done,..” then he disappeared and
melted into the crowd.

“Life testing him,” said Ma. Chan
looked at him, “That’s quite profound
you know,” he said. Ma smiled back a
little puzzled. Chan continued, “Life tests
everything. If you look at the animals in
the forest it is quite obvious everyday
they have to pass the test just to survive.”

Ma nodded in agreement, “But
we don’t have to struggle like that so
how does life test us?” he asked. “You’re
right, we rarely have to struggle for
survival, so life finds other ways to test
us. Look down at all these people. I am
sure if you asked each one whether they
had any problems whether they are big
of small, I am certain every one of them
would say that they did.” said Chan.
Ma looked at him, “But what are they
being tested for?” Chan shrugged, “I
don’t know, they probably don’t know,
but eventually they will find out and see
how well they passed their tests.”

“Take your sword for example”
Chan said picking up the broken pieces.
“To make this sword, the blacksmith took
a piece of metal and heated it until it
was white hot. He then started to

hammer it flat. He then heated it again
and hammered it folded it and carried
on until he had finished. Do you know
why he has to hammer the metal?” He
asked Chan. “To make it flat and knock
out the impurities.” replied Ma. “Yes,”
said Chan, “That’s right. Each time he
hits the hot metal it could break, but if
it does not break, then it
becomes stronger. Do
you know what
t h e

impurities
are that he is
hammering out?” Ma
thought for a moment and then said he
did not. “I don’t suppose he does exactly
either,” said Chan, “and that is the point
really. When life testes us, if we can
overcome the test then we become
stronger. At the time we may not
recognise it as a test and know what it
is about us that gets stronger, but we
do get stronger.”

Ma continued the line of thought,
“So if the results of the test are not fixed,
then neither is the test and so everything
and anything can be a test.” Chan
nodded, “Just like the hammer hitting
the metal. We can break or an impurity
comes out and leaves us stronger. So
we are the metal and life is the hammer.”

“How do we know when we are
finished and we do not need anymore
tests?” asked Ma. Chan thought for a

second then said, “We
don’t know. We are only the
metal, how can we say
when the sword is finished.
Even when it is the right
shape and weight and
looks like other swords it
can still break.” He said,
jangling the pieces of
broken metal in his hand. You see

anything can be test. It does not have
to be a problem that you have to

solve, it can be an opportunity that
comes along, or a decision that
you need to make.”

“But how do you know
what you should do?” asked
Ma. “That’s the whole point of
the test. Just because
something looks good at first
does not mean it is good. For
example if you take an
opportunity for selfish reasons
and do not consider anyone
else, then you have failed that
test and you will be worse off,
and I am sure whatever the
opportunity was, it will be very
short lived. However if you
stopped to consider everything,

thought about others as well and
then acted accordingly, you will be

better for it. Better things will come
and you will have even better

opportunities that will be real and last
longer. Again it is like your sword. Just
because it looks good and is more
attractive than everyone else’s it does
not mean a man with greater skill cannot
beat you with an old stick.”

Ma nodded and understood, “So
even though life shapes us by testing us
if we do not recognise the tests which
make ourselves better, then when the
sword gets used it will quickly break and
be of little use.”

“Enough!” cried Chan suddenly.
He jumped up and picked up two old
branches from the ground. “Who needs
swords!” he shouted throwing one to Ma.
Once again their bodies whirled and this
time the sticks whistled through the air
clacking together as they struck each
other

by Darryl Moy. Darryl@qimagazine.com

Chan and Ma were at their favourite spot on the side of a hill over looking
the town. They liked to go there and practise and when they stopped for a rest
they enjoyed sitting and watching the local people going about their lives.
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Basic Self
Defence
Training

Grabbing and Kicking

i. Have your partner face you and hold out his arm. Step towards him and grab his
arm with both hands. Fig 11

ii. Using your back leg, kick him in the chest. Fig 12
You can practise this on both sides.

Grabbing and Kneeing

i. Again have your partner
stand in front of you and
hold out his arm. Step
behind him. Grab the
back of his wrist and
push his elbow with your
forearm as if you are
going to break his elbow.
Fig 13

ii. As you hold him in this
position, use your front
leg to knee him in the
lower back. Fig 14
Repeat this on both sides.
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Attack by Punching
i. This exercise you can do wearing boxing gloves. Face

your partner in the ready position with your arms in
front of you. Fig 15

ii. As your partner lifts up one hand, punch towards it with
your front hand. Fig 16

iii. As your partner lifts the other hand, use your backhand
to punch towards it. Fig 17

iv. Drop your body and punch your partner as he punches
towards your face. Fig 18
This training exercise you can do on both sides. You can also

make the pattern irregular and have your partner lift either hand.
Just punch as he does so. Also whenever he punches at you, duck
down and punch his stomach or chest.

Training the Hook Punch

i. Face each other in the ready position. Fig 19
ii. Punch straight as your partner lifts his hand. Fig 20
iii. Then turn your waist and throw a hook punch with your

backhand and hit his other hand as he lifts it up. Fig 21
iv. As your partner throws a punch back at you, duck down

and hook punch his stomach. Fig 22
v. Continue in this low position and throw another hook.

Fig 24

vi. Quickly stand and throw another hook punch and strike
his hand. Fig 25
This exercise trains you to throwhook punches in high and low

positions. As your partner moves his arms, this is simulating his
head moving, this allows you to use more speed and so you can
develop good skill and timing.

by Xia Bai Hwa
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In the end, he told Wu Baolin to stand still and hold out
his arms as if he was holding a ball in front of him, he
also told him to close his eyes, relax and concentrate on
his Dantian. He told him to stand like this everyday for
ten minutes.

To begin with, Little Wu Baolin found it very difficult to
do this. But after a week he was able to stand for 20 to 30
minutes. This was a big improvement as before Wu Baolin
was deteriorating so much everyone was just waiting for him
to die. But by practising the holding the ball posture, his life
energy was coming back, otherwise he would not be able to
stand for half an hour.

Master Du also put Little Wu Baolin into a big bath,
which was full of herbs and warm water. This was a traditional
Chinese medical healing method. They would treat the person
the same as if they were making medicine. They immersed
him or her in the bath for a long time to allow the medicine
to slowly enter the body. It is the same as today, when people
might use lavender in their bath to help cure headaches.

So Little Wu Baolin did standing meditation and had
herbal healing baths everyday. He grew stronger and stronger.

Wu Baolin’s parents came to visit him and they could not
believe what they saw. This made them respect and trust
Master Du Xing Ling very much. They offered to do anything
they could to help and they also donated quite a lot of money
to the White Cloud Temple to thank them for helping their
son.

Old Chinese people believe that the more good things
you do, then later in life good things will come to you. They
believed that Master Du was an immortal to have such a
healing skill.

Time passed and Wu Baolin had grown taller and
stronger and was able to do things that normal children were
able to do. He still stood every day, but could do so for half
an hour, an hour, sometimes even two hours or more. Master
Du Xing Ling accepted Wu as his student as he was over 90
years old.

Master Du told Little Wu Baolin, “Standing meditation
(Zhan Zhuang) is very good for you, you can even stand like
that for the whole day. This will build up your root and your
Qi.” This encouraged Little Wu to practise his Zhan Zhuang
even more.

Master
Wu Baolin
Master
Wu Baolin

White Cloud TempleWhite Cloud Temple

Part 2

After being at White Cloud Temple for a few weeks,
Little Wu Baolin had grown much weaker and was not
able to walk. The White Water Disease he was suffering
from was getting worse. Master Du Xing Ling had tried
many different herbs to try and help, but none of them
had helped very much.
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Today, Master Wu Baolin remembers many stories about
his teacher, the things he did and the people he taught and
helped.

Master Wu remembers when Wang Xiangzhai, who later
went on to create Da Chengquan, studied Xingyiquan with
his teacher. Although he was very young, he can remember
Wang helping him to correct his posture.

Master Wu Baolin learnt many different skills, including
Daoist sword skills like “Three Closing Spiral Sword”, “Dragon
and Phoenix Double Sword”, “Strong Yang Sword” and
“Winding Dragon Sword”. These were all traditional Daoist
skills. He also learnt Taijiquan, Xingyiquan and Baguazhang,
all internal martial arts. He also studied Chen Style Taijiquan
with the 18th generation representative and son of Master
Chen Fake (and Master Chen Xiaowang’s uncle), Master Chen
Zhao Kui.

Apart from practising Qigong and martial arts, Wu
Baolin still had to go to school like all the other children.
Once after school, he went back to the temple and saw his
teacher standing at the main entrance, which was the South
Gate.

In old China all “good” houses faced south and had
their back facing north. This is because in Feng Shui, this is a
good direction. It can draw a line with nature, so everything
will grow and develop properly. This is all based on Chinese
astrology. South is “Wu”. In the Earthly branches this has the
energy which belongs to Fire and also belongs to Water and
the Chinese Year of the Horse. North is Zi, which in the Earthly
Branches has the energy which belongs to Water and belongs
to the Year of the Rat. In Beijing, the Forbidden City and Tian
Tan follow the same rule. Also, facing South means you can
get more sunlight and so the house will be warmer and there
will be more energy.

Little Wu went to his teacher who said to him, “Run as
fast as you can from the South Gate to the North Gate.” Of
course, Little Wu Baolin listened to his teacher and did
as he was told. So he ran as fast as he could. It was
a clear path to the North Gate, there were no
obstacles, only some corridors hallways to go
through.

When he was almost at the North Gate
he saw his teacher was already there! He was
shocked, how could his teacher get there before
him? There was no other way to get to the
North Gate and if his teacher had run past
him he would have surely noticed. It was
unbelievable. His teacher could not be a
normal human, he must have been immortal
and could fly, or could transform himself from
one place to another. All these questions he
asked himself, and even today he does not know
the answer. All he knows is that his master had
reached a very high level and could be called immortal.

Master Wu remembers another occasion when he
was training. He woke up early, as usual at around 5am.
All the Daoist students had to go running in the morning
to develop their footwork. At first they had to walk around
the temple as if they were practising Baguazhang. After
awhile, they had to start to run around the temple. Little
Wu Baolin did not always follow the others as they ran,
but would like to go on his own. It was still dark and he
was running outside the temple when he noticed that
there was someone following him. He looked back and

saw an old man around 60 years old. He did not recognise
him and he was not from the temple, so he did not pay him
too much attention. However, he could tell he was not weak
as he could hear his steps as he ran. As Little Wu turned to
look forwards again, he heard the man say, “Let’s see how
good Du Xing Ling’s student is?” The old man hit Wu Baolin
on the back with his palm. It took Little Wu Baolin by surprise
as he was not paying too much attention to him, but even if
he had been, it was too fast and powerful. The strike made
him fly up into a tree and he was left hanging from its
branches. Little Wu Baolin heard the old man laughing and
then he disappeared.

It took Little Wu a long time to get down from the tree,
but when he did, he rushed back to the temple and told his
teacher, his Daoist Uncles (who were the same level as his
teacher) and the seniors what had happened. All these high
level Daoist martial artists went out to look for the old man.
If the old man wanted to challenge White Cloud Temple, he
should not pick on a little boy but should come to the Temple
properly. Unfortunately, the old man had gone and no one
could ever find him.

In the old times, it was very common for people to
challenge famous masters so they could make a name for
themselves. This meant all masters had to have a good level
of skill to keep their position.

There was another time when Wu Baolin went out of
the temple as he
could hear a lot

of noise outside. It
was a Chinese
Festival and he knew
there would be a lot
of people outside
celebrating. He saw
many people doing

all kinds of traditional
dances and who wore

traditional clothes. It was
very interesting. As he
walked around he came
to a table with some
sweets on it. He picked
one up without asking
anyone. Suddenly,
one of the
demonstrators came
over to him and hit
him on the top of his
head. He felt a little

“His teacher could not
be a normal human, he

must have been
immortal &

could fly”
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pain, and knowing he was in the wrong, he put the sweet
back on the table. Then he went back to the temple as he
had lost interest in the festival.

When he got back everything was normal. By midday
it was very hot. He looked at the sun and felt a lot of pain at
the top of his head and he developed a bad headache. He
found himself almost fainting. Later his headache got worse
and it felt as if his head was going to explode. So he went to
his teacher and told him what had happened and soon all his
Daoist uncles also found out.

Master Du Xing Ling examined Little Wu and found
that he had been hit with a very poisonous Qigong
skill called, “Black Sand Palm”. People who learn
this train their palms with medicine and
Qigong so they can hurt people‘s
acupuncture points. When they hit
someone the person would not feel
too much pain, but as time goes by
the area that was hit would become
very painful. The pain could be very
severe and some people would even
die after a few days or months.

They all thought this man was
too cruel to use this kind of poison
hand on a little boy. So one of Wu’s
uncles decided to find the man and took Little

Wu to show him who the
person was. Wu pointed
out the performer and
the uncle went over to
him and said, “Why
did you hit this little
boy?” the performer
replied, “I was just
educating him.” So the
uncle said, “Can I
shake your hand, so I
can see how strong you
are.” So the performer
stretched out his hand
and Wu’s uncle took
it.

Little Wu watched as they stood
there a while and then separated. The
performer looked a little red in the face.
Then Little Wu and his uncle went back
to the temple and his uncle seemed quite
normal.

After a few months, a messenger
came to White Cloud Temple and told
Master Du Xing Ling that the performer
had gone home after shaking hands
with the Daoist uncle as he was feeling
ill. Then after three months he passed
away.

This news made Master Du quite
upset and he criticised Wu’s Daoist uncle and sa id
that he should not have killed the man.

There is another story that Master Wu remembers. One
day a young man came to White Cloud Temple. The young
man was not dressed very well and looked like a farmer. He
was crying and asked to see Master Du Xing Ling. The young
man said he wanted to learn martial arts so he could take his

revenge on a rich gangster who had killed his parents, The
gangster controlled his home village and no one dared to go
against him.

Master Du first sent someone to the village to see what
the situation was and make sure that it was as the young
man claimed and make sure that the gangster had really
done this.

When they found he was telling the truth and that
there were many people suffering at the hands of this

gangster, Master Du told the young man to carry
big stones from one side of the courtyard to the
other and then pick them up again and return
them to their original position. This he had to do

for one month.
After a month Master Du told the young man

to dig a hole, first starting with a shallow hole
and then making it deeper. He had to

jump out of the hole back to the
surface. He had to do this for more
than a month until it was easy. After

a few months had gone by, the young
man could jump much higher.

Master Du then told the young
man to climb a wall, from a low wall to a

high wall and this took another couple of
months.

After six months, Master Du told the
young man, “If you want to take revenge, then
go back home. Next time you see the gangster,
grab him the same as you grabbed the stones,
and then throw him away. This will be very

serious. You can then climb over the wall,
jump down and never go back. I believe

you can do this if you want.”
The young man said thank you

and left the temple. After a few
months they heard that the rich
gangster had been killed and the
young man had never been seen
again.

All these stories passed
around the White Cloud Temple.

Master Du also taught the
Communist leader Chu De. He was a

Chief General, the same rank as Mao
Ze Dong. At the start of Communist
China there was still a lot of respect for

a lot of the tradit ional Chinese
Culture, up until the Cultural
Revolution.

Master Wu Baolin says that his teacher
knew when he needed to “go away”. He was already 106
years old at the time. He told all the people at White Cloud
Temple. He sat in the middle of an open space, and when the
time came his whole body turned into many colours and they
flew away into the sky. This was seen by many people and
was even reported in Beijing newspapers. Master Du Xing
Ling’s body disappeared in all those colours.

This is a high level of Daoism. A human being turns
into colours and goes away as an immortal. Whether you
believe this or not, when you read old stories either from the
east or the west there are many stories that are similar to
this. If it is true, then there is more to life than what we see

by Michael Tse

“His teacher could not
be a normal human, he
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Julian Wilde with his teacher & his students
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Daoism is not strictly a religion but
a way of life which allows the
follower to reconnect and live

more closely with nature. Unlike
religious worship of a Supreme Being,
Daoism recognises a ‘supreme state of
being’ which everyone can achieve
through their own personal efforts.

Dao is eternal, infinite, and
beyond all time and space. It is the source
of all being; the mother of the universe.
It is the invisible thread which connects
and permeates everything in existence.
Laozi, the Sage, reluctantly termed it the
Nameless (as well as The Unknowable,
The Void, and The Way) as he knew
words limit and Dao is limitless, beyond
all description. Void is the very nature
of Dao and to say that it exists is to
exclude that which does not.

Dao gave birth to One (the
Universe or Unity), which created Two
(Yin and Yang - the entire spectrum of
complementary opposites including
light and dark, male and female,
mountains and valleys etc.), which
created Three (the Three Treasures -
essence, energy, and spirit) which gave
birth to the multitude of living things.

Dao is seen as a ceaseless flow,
changing every moment. Yet the
changes proceed in orderly cycles.
We can predict day following night,
the changing order of the seasons,
and even Halley’s Comet which
passes once every seventy-six years
but other cycles are longer and harder
to comprehend. Investigation into
nature’s patterns allows us to predict
events which is how the Daoist ‘Yijing’
(or ‘Book of Changes’) was created.

Daoists follow the principle of
Non-action (Wu Wei) which is to act
without forcing, moving in accordance
with nature’s flow, and following the
path of least resistance, like fish
swimming with the current or a plant
bending towards the sunlight.

Stillness, which is central to Daoist
philosophy, is to return to the original
state of being. Meditation is the tool to
achieve this. Activity should always
alternate with periods of stillness and

never be pushed to the point of strain.
This is the principle of balance, necessary
for a long and healthy life. The
practitioner’s heart and mind should
constantly remain calm. Anger, anxiety,
desires, frustration etc. all disturb inner
peace so it is best to reject them. The

emotions should not be suppressed but
transcended.

The 5 Elements (wood, fire, earth,
metal, and water), or five energies, exist
everywhere in the universe. They are
represented by the colours, directions,
seasons, emotions, flavours, internal
organs, climates etc. None is superior
as each exerts a mutually creative
(supporting) or destructive (restraining)
influence upon the other.

The Three Treasures have various
manifestations within the cosmos. Within
the confines of the human body Essence

(Jing) is the seminal fluid and blood, Qi
is vital energy, and Spirit (Shen) relates
to the mind. These become weaker and
coarser due to bad living habits and
unrestrained desires, or lighter, purer
and more refined if they are conserved
and cultivated.

Alchemy is the process of refining
the spirit, generally disguised as the
quest for converting base metals into
gold. Daoists sought to refine a ‘golden
pill’ which bestowed perpetual youth,
resistance to disease, and immortality
(or immense longevity). Some ingested
experimental compounds of cinnabar
(sulphide of mercury), gold, silver, jade,
pearls, silver, and even arsenic, many of
whom died from poisoning. The highest
form of Daoist alchemy is Qigong, which
is natural and requires no external aid.
The refining process involves conserving
Jing, or bodily essences (the raw
materials), and fusing it with Qi (the
catalyst) through breathing practices
and meditation, to develop Shen (unified
mind, breath, and spirit).

There are essentially two goals in
Daoism. The first involves living in accord

with Nature. The second is the process
of cultivation. The ego places a

barrier between us and Dao so
it must be dissolved until we
become Selfless. This is to return
to the Source, like a rain drop
falling into the ocean. In death

the physical body (coarse matter)
is discarded, like a snake shedding

its skin, and if the consciousness
(pure energy) has been developed to
forge a strong ‘astral body’ it is free to
become One with the Universe, and
transcend death. So Daoists meditate to
develop the mind in the quest for
immortality, but a healthy body is
necessary otherwise all the Qi is spent
on healing, leaving none spare to
develop the spirit. Speculation aside, on
a truly practical level those who follow
‘The Way’ and Daoist health regimens
unquestionably attain longevity and in
China 100 years in good health is
tantamount to ‘Immortal’

by Adam Wallace. Adam@qimagazine.com

Daoist philosophy, which dates back almost 5,000 years, is so
ingrained in Chinese culture that it forms the basis of its cosmology, sciences
and medicine, folklore, mysticism, poetry, painting, calligraphy, martial
arts, and Qigong.

Central Principles of DaoismCentral Principles of Daoism
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Sitting with your
back to the door

A round desk
leads to instability

A direct view of the door
can make stressed

Feng Shui & Your DeskFeng Shui & Your Desk

Many people have asked about how Feng Shui affects the desks in
their offices. This is very important as it directly affects their careers
and so their income.

Continuing on from last issue...
9. If your desk is curved, it means
you will have a lot of work. However,
you will have more than one type of
work, and you must be careful,
otherwise you might have a lot of stress.
10. If your desk is round, then you
will be very unstable. You will keep
changing your work and will not stick
to one job.
11. If for your work you use tables of
all different shapes then again you will
be unstable. Sometimes your work will
be good, sometime it will be bad. All
these different shapes will create
different situations. So at certain times
it will be good and other times it will
not be good. The best idea is to have a
rectangular shaped desk as this is
balanced.
12. If your desk wobbles, then you
will not be in a stable situation.
13. If you use a computer you should
keep it in front of you and not to the
left or right. Otherwise you will have neck
problems and you will not be able to
work properly.
14. When you sit at your desk, you
should sit in the middle, keep your back
straight and your shoulders relaxed. If
you usually bend your back and stick
your head forwards then you will have
back problems. Not only this, you will
also have lung and heart problems and
your shoulders will be tense. Of course,
if you are not healthy, how can you do
well at your work?
15. When you start work you must
make sure your desk is clean and
everything you need is in a handy
position and not missing if you need it.
If you do this before you start work, then
it means you will have a good beginning.
Like saying hello to someone when you
first meet them.
16. When you finish your work, you
should clear your desk. This is a good
ending. So you have a good beginning
and a good ending. However, a good
ending is better than a good beginning.
So remember, when you leave you
should say goodbye to others.

17. If you have space either side of
your desk, it should be even. If the left
side is blocked then it is not good for
men and if the right side is blocked, then
it is not good for women. If you block
both sides, then it is no good for either.
The energy might affect you or it might
affect members of your family.
18. When you sit at your desk you
should not directly face the door. This
will cause you stress.
19. If you sit with your back to the
door, then you will have many people

talking behind your back and your lungs
and back will have a problem. This is
because the draught will blow onto your
back and lungs every time the door
opens. You will also not be at peace and
will be disturbed.

20. The best is to not directly face
the door or have it behind you. The best
position is one where you can see the
door, but it will not surprise you when it
is opened

By Michael Tse
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Wing Chun Knives (Baat Jam Do)
2/3 March 10 to 4pm
Allen Hall, 281 Wilmslow Road, Fallowfield, Manchester M14 6HT
Wing Chun Kung Fu is well known for it’s practical self defence techniques. A high level of Wing
Chun training is the Wing Chun Knives (Baat Jam Do), however, this part of the system is less
well known and normally takes many years to reach it. The knives train the power of the wrist
and arms and also increase your internal power (Gong Lik). This is a rare opportunity to learn
how to use the Wing Chun Knives.
Cost: £120 in adv members of the Tse Qigong Centre.
£ 160 in adv non members (includes membership).

Damo Staff
2/3 February
Maria Assumpta Centre,
23 Kensington Sq. W8 5HN
This is a dynamic and highly enjoyable form
that has proved to be very popular! It is good
for the posture, stretching the spine and
loosening the shoulders and also creates a lot
of internal heat. This improves circulation,
balance and co-ordination. This form comes
from Northern Shaolin Master Wu Chun Yuen,
who is almost 80 years old and still very fit
and healthy.
Cost: £160 in adv members of the Tse Qigong Centre
£200 in adv non members (includes membership)
Price includes White Wax Wood Staff.
Reduction for those who have attended previously

Cotton Palm Qigong
26/27 January
Maria Assumpta Centre, 23 Kensington Sq. W8 5HN
This form contains many slapping movements, which help to stimulate the release of toxins from the
body. Negative energy is released through slapping on specific acupuncture points, then later circular
walking techniques are used to gather positive energy. One of the 72 forms and methods of the
Kunlun Dayan Qigong system, from Grandmaster Yang Meijun.
Cost: £120 in adv members of the Tse Qigong Centre
£160 in adv non members (includes membership).

To book or for more
information contact:
Tse Qigong Centre
PO Box 59
Altrincham WA15 8FS
Tel 0161 929 4485
Fax 0161 929 4489
tse@qimagazine.com
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